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ABSTRACT 

 The main objective of this study was to investigate the improvement of the accuracy of 

small sample equating, which typically occurs in teacher certification/licensure examinations due 

to a low volume of test takers per test administration, under the Non-Equivalent Groups with 

Anchor Test (NEAT) design by combining previous and current equating outcomes using a 

meta-analysis technique.  The proposed meta-analytic score transformation procedure was called 

“meta-equating” throughout this study.  To conduct meta-equating, the previous and current 

equating outcomes obtained from the chosen equating methods (ID (Identity Equating), Circle-

Arc (CA) and Nominal Weights Mean (NW)) and synthetic functions (SFs) of these methods 

(CAS and NWS) were used, and then, empirical Bayesian (EB) and meta-equating (META) 

procedures were implemented to estimate the equating relationship between test forms at the 

population level.  The SFs were created by giving equal weight  0.5w   to each of the chosen 

equating methods and the identity (ID) equating.  Finally, the chosen equating methods, the SFs 

of each method (e.g., CAS, NWS, etc.), and also the META and EB versions (e.g., NW-EB, CA-

META, NWS-META, etc.) were investigated and compared under varying testing conditions.   

 These steps involved manipulating some of the factors that influence the accuracy of test 

score equating.  In particular, the effect of test form difficulty levels, the group-mean ability 

differences, the number of previous equatings, and the sample size on the accuracy of the 

equating outcomes were investigated.  The Chained Equipercentile (CE) equating with 6-

univariate and 2-bivariate moments log-linear presmoothing was used as the criterion equating 

function to establish the equating relationship between the new form and the base (reference) 

form with 50,000 examinees per test form.  To compare the performance of the equating 

methods, small numbers of examinee samples were randomly drawn from examinee populations 
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with different ability levels in each simulation replication.  Each pairs of the new and base test 

forms were randomly and independently selected from all available condition specific test form 

pairs.  Those test forms were then used to obtain previous equating outcomes.  However, 

purposeful selections of the examinee ability and test form difficulty distributions were made to 

obtain the current equating outcomes in each simulation replication.  The previous equating 

outcomes were later used for the implementation of both the META and EB score transformation 

procedures.   

 The effect of study factors and their possible interactions on each of the accuracy 

measures were investigated along the entire-score range and the cut (reduced)-score range using 

a series of mixed-factorial ANOVA (MFA) procedures.  The performances of the equating 

methods were also compared based on post-hoc tests.  Results show that the behaviors of the 

equating methods vary based on the each level of the group ability difference, test form difficult 

difference, and new group examinee sample size.  Also, the use of both META and EB 

procedures improved the accuracy of equating results on average.   

 The META and EB versions of the chosen equating methods therefore might be a 

solution to equate the test forms that are similar in their psychometric characteristics and also 

taken by new form examinee samples less than 50.  However, since there are many factors 

affecting the equating results in reality, one should always expect that equating methods and 

score transformation procedures, or in more general terms, estimation procedures may function 

differently, to some degree, depending on conditions in which they are implemented.  Therefore, 

one should consider the recommendations for the use of the proposed equating methods in this 

study as a piece of information, not an absolute guideline, for a rule of thumbs for practicing 

small sample test equating in teacher certification/licensure examinations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 Standardized tests are used for different purposes in practice such as admission, 

placement, qualification, certification, and employment as a part of high-stakes decision making 

processes.  The main purpose of standardized testing is to provide reliable and valid assessments 

that help to obtain meaningful and fair results.  However, one of the challenges in large scale 

assessment is to maintain the test security and confidentiality of the test materials to eliminate 

potential bias and prevent unfair testing conditions.  Multiple versions of test forms are, 

therefore, used to prevent potential threats to test security and the validity of test scores.  

However, it is impossible in practice to create completely parallel multiple test forms that 

possess identical psychometric properties (e.g., equal test difficulty, reliability, etc.).  Thus, test 

forms with different difficulty levels could be administered to examinees, which may lead to 

score incomparability among test takers.  

Measuring examinees` knowledge, skills, and ability through reliable and valid 

assessment tools with a high degree of assurance is the main concern of any examination 

program.  Even though much effort is invested in building multiple test forms which are 

designed according to same test blueprint, test forms differ in difficulty, which poses a validity 

threat to test scores.  Thus, test form difficulties must be adjusted before releasing examinee 

scores for a meaningful and accurate score comparability.  The statistical procure used to adjust 

the test form difficulty differences is called “equating” (Kolen & Brennan, 2004, p.2).  

Successful and accurate equating is always desired in any examination programs; however, it is 

only possible when sampling effect is neutralized and an appropriate equating method is used.   
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The main purpose of statistical inferences is to make defensible statements at the 

population level using sample data.  Thus, it is very important to know whether randomly drawn 

samples represent the characteristics of their population (Petersen, 2007).  Due to the fact that it 

is practically very difficult to obtain the whole population data of interest, samples must be 

drawn from that of the population using very careful sampling procedures (Cochran, 1977).  

However, samples randomly drawn from their populations always vary, and thus, statistics (e.g., 

sample mean and variance, etc.) differ due to sampling fluctuations (Howell, 2007).  As in other 

statistical procedures, test score equating is also subject to sampling variability (Livingston, 

1993), and thus, substantial changes in the sample size affect the functional relationship or 

equating relationship between test forms in the sample data (Kolen & Brennan, 2004; Livingston 

& Kim, 2011).  In other words, the equating relationship between the forms can accurately 

represent the equating relationship at the population level when the sample is large enough; 

otherwise, the equating function may differ substantially from that of the population (Kim, von 

Davier, & Haberman, 2006).   

Small sample equating typically occurs in teacher licensure tests and certification 

programs in practice due to the low volume of test takers (Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2008).  

Since each state decides which subject area examinations are required to get certification, or a 

license to teach a specific subject for different grade levels, the numbers of test takers for a 

subject area examination is usually lower than other testing programs such as K-12 assessment 

programs (Babcock, Albano, & Raymond, 2012; Kim, Livingston, & Lewis, 2011).  There is 

also no or little possibility to collect more data to equate the test forms because examinee scores 

should be released in a timely manner (Kim & Livingston, 2010).  Moreover, most of testing 
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programs update their test forms with new items periodically because the content and items may 

become familiar to examinees (Mislevy, Sheehan, & Wingersky, 1993).  Thus, the examinees 

typically take different versions of a test, but each version contains common items and includes 

form-specific unique items.  However, some degree of inaccuracy in equating is still possible 

even if the test forms are equated based on the common items (Livingston, 1993).   

A vast array of literature concerns test score equating.  However, relatively little attention 

has been paid to equating with small samples (Skaggs, 2005).  Few people in the field (see, for 

example, Kim & Livingston, 2011; Livingston & Lewis, 2009; Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 

2008) have focused on researching such practical problems in small sample test score equating or 

proposing alternative approaches to overcome those problems.  The common goal of those 

researchers is to find an equating method that is suitable for use with small samples in practice.  

For this purpose, those researchers have investigated equating methods under varying testing 

conditions to explicate the behavior of those equating methods (e.g., Hanson et al., 1994; 

Livingston, 1993; Parshall et al., 1995).  Of late, extant research also began to introduce new 

equating methods for small sample equating during the previous decade (see Table 2.1).  Recent 

literature showed that researchers tended to either propose new equating methods or modify the 

existing equating methods to overcome the limitations of the minimum sample size requirement 

in equating (see, for example, Babcock, Albano, & Raymond, 2012; Kim, Livingston & Lewis, 

2011; Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2006; Livingston & Kim, 2009).  

Those studies have greatly contributed to the equating literature.  However, there is still 

an uncertainty about selecting appropriate methods that are suitable to equating with small 

samples since the accuracy of equating results are heavily effect by the size of the examinee 

samples (Kim et al., 2011).  Findings of the previous studies also showed that there is a heuristic 
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need to further investigate the behavior of recently proposed equating methods (e.g., NW, CA, 

etc.).  Likewise, the idea of Livingston and Lewis (2009) to improve the equating accuracy using 

previous equating outcomes with Empirical Bayesian (EB) procedure is remarkable.  Therefore, 

the modification or integration of existing small sample equating methods with EB procedure or 

any other estimation procedure(s) may produce more accurate equating results when the 

examinee sample size is particularly small since the use of auxiliary information from other 

populations may potentially increase the predictive power of an estimation procedure (Kim, 

Livingston, & Lewis, 2011).      

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

 The main objective of this study was to investigate the improvement of the accuracy of 

small sample equating under the NEAT design by combining previous and current equating 

outcomes using a meta-analysis technique.  The meta-analytic score transformation procedure is 

called “meta-equating” in this study.  To conduct meta-equating (META), the previous and 

current equating outcomes obtained from Circle-Arc (CA) and Nominal Weights Mean (NW) 

equating methods and synthetic functions (SFs) of these methods (CAS and NWS) were used, 

and then, the META and EB score transformation procedures were implemented to estimate 

equivalent new form score on the scale of base form. 

  The SF of any chosen equating method is a weighted average of that equating method 

and the ID equating using a specified weighting system (Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2008).  

Therefore, the SF of the chosen equating methods (CAS and NWS) in study were created by 

giving equal weight ( .05)w  to each chosen equating method and identity (ID) equating.  The 

EB and META versions of the CA, NW, CAS, and NWS methods were created using the same 

equating method.  For example, each of the previous and current equating outcomes were 
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obtained using one of the equating methods (NWS), and then, those equating outcomes were 

combined using either the META or EB score transformation procedure.  This whole procedure 

is called either NWS-EB or NWS-META depending on which score transformation procedure is 

implemented.  Figure 1.1 below better shows how the SF, EB, and META versions were derived 

from their original (unaltered) equating methods.  The connections among those equating 

methods and their integrated (modified) versions were also used to formalize the research 

questions.     

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Existing and Newly Proposed Small Sample Equating Methods. 

 

 

As seen in Figure 1.1, a total of 13 equating methods were investigated and compared 

under varying testing conditions in this study.  A series of simulations was conducted to evaluate 
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the accuracy of 3 chosen equating methods (as shown in blue color) and 10 newly proposed 

equating methods (as shown in orange and green colors) under a wide variety of conditions.  

This step involved manipulating some of the factors that possibly influence the accuracy of test 

score equating.  These study factors were specified as test form difficulty differences, group 

ability differences, number of previous equatings, and new group examinee sample size.   

To make solid comparisons among those equating methods and also to investigate 

possible main and interaction effects of those study factors on equating accuracy, weighted 

accuracy measures along the entire-score range (WRMSE, WSEE, and WBIAS) and the cut-

score (reduced) range (R-WMRSE, R-WSEE, and R-WBIAS) were investigated through a series 

of Mixed-Factorial ANOVA (MFA) procedures with post-hoc tests.  The frequency of new 

group examinees` scores in the large group criterion equating were used to create those weighted 

measures in order to compare the performances of equating methods in the full examine 

population.     

1.4 Research Questions 

 In this study, I expected that the integrated (modified) equating methods (such as, CA-

META, NW-EB, etc.) would be more efficient than the unaltered versions of those methods 

including ID equating under conditions where the test forms substantially varied in their 

difficulty and the size of the samples used to equate the test forms were particularly small.  The 

use of the ID equating requires the test forms be identical in their psychometric characteristics; 

however, this may not be the case in reality.  According to Kolen and Brennan (2004), a 

minimum sample size of 100 is also required to equate the test forms, but it may not be possible 

to reach this desired sample size in practice.  Therefore, practitioners tend to either ignore the 

minimum sample size requirement at the expense of getting a large equating error, or prefer 
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using the ID equating at the expense of getting large equating bias.  The use of a SF could be an 

option to overcome this limitation since it is defined as a weighted average of any chosen 

equating methods and the ID equating (Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2008).  However, the 

literature shows no universal guideline used to choose appropriate weights to create the SFs of 

any chosen equating method (Kim et al., 2008).   

As suggested by Livingston and Lewis (2009), incorporating collateral information from 

other populations might be a plausible way to improve the accuracy of an estimate, and thus, the 

integrated equating methods (e.g., CAS-META, NW-EB) might help to better estimate the 

equating relationship between the test forms by improving the predictive power of both the 

META and EB score transformation procedures using the auxiliary information from the 

previous equating outcomes (Kim et al., 2011).   

Specifically, the following research questions were addressed in this study: 

1.4.1 Does the use of SFs of the CA and NW equating methods (CAS and NWS) improve 

the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW 

equating methods across all study conditions? 

1.4.2 Does the use of EB procedure with the CA and NW equating methods (CA-EB and 

NW-EB) improve the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, 

unaltered CA and NW methods, and CAS and NWS versions across all study 

conditions? 

1.4.3 Does the use of EB procedure of the CAS and NWS versions (CAS-EB and NWS-

EB) improve the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered 

CA and NW equating methods, and CAS and NWS versions across all study 

conditions? 
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1.4.4 Does the use of the meta-equating procedure with the CA and NW equating methods 

(CA-META and NW-META) improve the accuracy of equating results compared to 

the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW equating methods, and CAS, NWS, and CA-

EB and NW-EB versions across all study conditions? 

1.4.5 Does the use of CAS-META and NWS-META methods improve the accuracy of 

equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW equating 

methods, CAS, NWS, CAS-EB, and NWS-EB versions across all study conditions? 

1.4.6 Are there any significant interaction effects among the study factors on the accuracy 

of equating outcomes?  

1.4.7 What conclusions and suggestions can be drawn regarding the choice of meta-

equating score transformation procedure in small sample test score equating? 

 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

Insufficient sample size in equating would be an external validity threat to examinees` 

test scores.  Considering the limitations of collecting more data in a given time interval, it is 

important for practitioners to equate test forms using small data with a high degree of assurance.  

Therefore, researchers have been investigating the behavior of different equating methods for 

many years to understand the nature of those methods when tests` and examinees` characteristics 

change from one administration to another test.  However, those methods have their own 

limitations when used in equating with small samples.  Some researchers have therefore 

introduced new equating methods that may potentially overcome the minimum sample size 

requirement to equate test forms (see, for example, Babcock et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2006; 

Livingston & Kim, 2008; Livingston & Lewis, 2009). 
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In the small sample equating literature, there is no universally accepted method that can 

be used to equate the test forms regardless of sample size.  However, there is a tendency of 

researchers to integrate existing methods with some other methods or estimation procedures in 

order to overcome the minimum sample size requirement in test score equating (e.g., EB 

procedure, Pre/Post smoothing, etc.).  Some of those studies have made significant contributions 

to the small sample equating literature (see Table 2.1), but it is still unclear what to do when the 

sample size is particularly small to equate the test forms in practice.   

The use of SFs may produce more accurate results than the chosen equating methods and 

the ID equating because Kim, von Davier, and Haberman (2006, 2008) showed that the SFs 

could produce less standard error of equating and equating bias compared to the chosen method 

and the ID equating in their study.  In addition, Livingston and Kim (2008) showed that the CA 

method produced more accurate results with small samples, and Babcock et al. (2012) proposed 

the NW equating specifically for small sample equating as a simplified version of the Tucker 

Linear (TL) equating.  Therefore, the use of SFs of both CA and NW methods would also 

produce more accurate results than the unaltered CA and NW methods under a variety of 

conditions.  

 The idea of using collateral information from other population and including it to the 

estimation procedure might help to better estimate the true values in the population.  Livingston 

and Lewis (2009), for this purpose, combined the previous and current equating outcomes using 

an EB procedure to improve the accuracy of equating results.  Kim et al. (2011) found that the 

EB procedure with the Chained Linear (CL) and Chained Mean (CM) methods produced 

satisfactory results when the difficulty levels of the previous and the current test forms were 

similar.  The EB procedure with the CA and NW equating methods would therefore produce 
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more accurate results with small samples than the unaltered CA and MW methods alone when 

the ability levels of examinees and the difficulty of test forms were similar to each other.  In 

addition, the use the EB procedure with the CAS and NWS might also produce less standard 

error equating error and equating bias with small samples compared to the unaltered CA and NW 

methods since auxiliary information from previous equatings were used in the estimation 

procedure.  

This study took a step forward from previous studies to fill the gap in the literature by 

introducing an alternative way to combine the previous equating outcomes obtained from the ID 

equating, CA, and NW methods, and the SFs of each chosen method using the meta-equating 

score transformation procedure to improve the accuracy of equating results with small samples.  

Livingston and Lewis (2009) proposed the EB procedure to combine the equating outcomes to be 

used in current test score equating.  However, no study existed in the literature that used a meta-

analysis technique for the same purpose, and also that explored and compared the performance 

of the meta-equating score transformation procedure with existing small sample equating 

methods under varying conditions. 

Even though the analogy of both meta-equating and EB procedures is very similar, the 

EB procedure has several shortcomings.  For example, the use of the meta-equating procedure is 

simpler and straightforward compared to the EB procedure.  Kim et al. (2011) expounded that 

the use of the EB procedure made the equating less accurate in terms of bias when the test form 

differed much in difficulty.  I therefore expected that the meta-equating might produce more 

accurate results than unaltered and EB versions of the chosen methods since the variation across 

multiple equatings would be better adjusted using conditional standard errors of equating even if 

the psychometric characteristics of test forms being equated differ substantially.   
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   The use of the meta-equating score transformation procedure with the SFs (CAS-META 

and NWS-META) might even produce better results than the unaltered methods (ID, CA, and 

NW) and the modified versions (CAS and NWS) because the use of the SFs has a potential to 

decrease the equating error compared to the unaltered methods as shown by Kim, von Davier, 

and Haberman (2006; 2008).  Therefore, the combination of the modified versions with the meta-

equating score transformation procedure (CAS-META and NWS-META) may provide less 

equating error and bias compared to the unaltered versions (ID, CA, and NW) under conditions 

where the test forms differ much in difficulty and the ability levels of the examinee groups are 

substantially large.  However, the interaction-effects among the study factors (sample size, test 

form difficulty levels, group ability differences, and the number of the previous equating 

outcomes) which may potentially affect the equating results had to be explored.  The 

performances of the chosen and proposed equating methods were tested and compared under 

varying conditions in this study. 

This study was conducted to propose an alternative way to equate test forms under the 

NEAT design with small data in the light of a meta-analytic approach.  I explored which 

equating method produced the smallest equating error when the sample sizes were particularly 

small, and when the test characteristics varied.  The evaluation of equating methods and their 

comparisons were made based on the population equating function, which was the CE equating 

with log-linear presmoothing, between the test forms.  Each test form was created under the 

NEAT design and taken by 50,000 examinees.   

It is my hope that the findings of this study would be helpful to practitioners who need 

practical guidelines to conduct equating with small data in teacher certification examinations.  
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1.6 Organization of the Study 

 In the first chapter, the background of the study, the problem statement, the research 

questions, the research hypotheses, the expectations from this study, and the significance of the 

study were presented.  

Chapter Two provides detailed information about the properties of equating, well-known 

equating designs, and practically used classical small sample equating methods.  In addition, a 

detailed review of the past and recent studies in the literature is given in a chronological order. 

Summary of the most recent small sample equating studies are presented in Table 2.1 at the end 

of the Chapter Two.   

In Chapter Three, the research methodology is introduced.  Additionally, the use of the 

meta-analysis technique in small sample test score equating context is explained, and 

comparisons between the META and EB score transformation procedures are made. Also, data 

generation factors, software resources, measures of accuracy indices, and data analysis procedure 

are explained.   

An overview of the research purpose and study factors is given in Chapter Four to 

motivate readers before introducing the results.  Also, the performance of each of the chosen 

equating methods is evaluated in both entire- and cut-score (reduced) ranges using ANOVA 

tables and figures.   

Conclusions, study limitations, and directions for further research are presented in 

Chapter Five.  In Appendix A, the recommended equating methods and score transformation 

procedures in each simulation condition are provided.  Example R scripts used for data 

generation and computer simulations are given in Appendix B, C, and D.  In addition, SPSS 

syntax commands for Mixed-factorial ANOVA procedure is also presented in Appendix E. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 Definition of Equating and Related Concepts 

The psychometric terms linking, scale aligning (scaling), and equating are used 

interchangeably, but they do not represent the same concepts.  Linking is a broader term that 

refers to “the transformation of a score on one test to a score on another test” (von Davier, 2011, 

p.22).  When the purpose of linking is to make prediction about examinee one’s test score using 

other information (e.g., other test scores, demographic variables, etc.), this linking method is 

called predicting (von Davier, 2011).  Regression methods are used for predicting examinees` 

score on a test; however, these methods are known as not satisfactory ways of creating 

comparable examinee scores (Otis, 1922; Thorndike, 1922).   

Scale aligning or scaling is another linking procedure, but also a general term referring to 

the family of the procedures used to transform scores on different tests onto a common scale 

(Dorans, Moses, & Eignor, 2010).  The psychometric characteristics of the tests are considered to 

define the type of the scaling procedure.  For example, linking the scores on different test forms 

at different grade levels that are dissimilar in difficulty is called vertical scaling; however, these 

tests are constructed to measure the similar constructs with similar degree of precision, but at 

different grade levels or examinee populations (Holland & Dorans, 2006).  Scaling is mostly 

used in practice while tracking examinees` performance improvement across different grade 

levels.   

Correspondingly, Kolen and Brennan (2004, p.2) defined equating as “a statistical 

procedure used to adjust scores on test forms so that scores on the forms can be used 

interchangeably”.  Equating is a strict version of linking where it is assumed that test forms are 
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same in their psychometric properties and designed to measure the same construct.  This is also 

called horizontal equating in some contexts.  The statistical procedure in this definition refers to 

the process of statistically controlling the effect of unintended differences in test form difficulty 

on examinees` test scores so that the scores mean the same thing across multiple versions of a 

test (Dorans, Pommerich, & Holland, 2007; von Davier, 2011).   

The term calibration is also used sometimes interchangeably with linking, vertical 

scaling, equating, and parameter estimation procedure in some contexts.  However, calibration is 

one of the subcategories of scaling used for tests that are built to measure the same construct 

with different degree of precision, but designed for the same examinee population (von Davier, 

2011).  However, equating – one of the versions of linking – is the central focus of this study. 

2.1.1 Properties of Equating 

 According to Lord (1980), examinee data and test forms must hold some essential 

properties to conduct equating.  These properties can be also considered as the assumptions of 

equating to establish a reliable equating function between test forms.  The focus of the equating 

properties can be on examinees` scores or/and distribution of scores.  In the following section, 

these properties are explained.  

2.1.1.1 Symmetry Property 

Lord (1980) introduced this property, which assumes that equating transformation be 

symmetric.  This means that the function used to transform scores on Form X to the scale of 

Form Y is expected to be the inverse of the function that is used to transform the scores on Form 

Y to the scale of Form X.  For example, if a raw score of 50 is equal to a raw score of 51, then a 

raw score of 51 on Form Y must be a raw score of 50 on Form X. 
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2.1.1.2 Same Specification Property 

As previously mentioned, equating is a strict version of linking and it assumes that the 

test forms to be equated are built according to same content specification and same statistical 

specification.  Therefore, this property requires that test forms be designed to measure the same 

construct with the same psychometric characteristics to use the test scores on test forms 

interchangeably.  However, both test forms being equated should have either the same 

multidimensional or unidimensional structure to hold this property.        

2.1.1.3 Equity Property 

According to Lord (1980), equity property means that it should not matter for an 

examinee which form of the test is taken because both test forms measure the examinee ability 

equally with the same degree of precision.  Kolen and Brennan (2004) better define this property 

as follows.  Suppose  is the true score of examinees, where, 

X  represents the random variable score on Form X, and let x be a particular score on 

Form X; 

Y represents the random variable scores on Form Y, and let y  be a particular score on 

Form Y, andG is the cumulative score distribution on Form Y for the examinee population; and 

ye
 
is the equating function that is used to transform the scores on Form X to the scores on 

the scale of Form Y.  *
G  is the cumulative distribution of ye for the same examinee population.  

Equity property holds if *[ ( ) | ] ( | ),
y

G e x G y   for all examinees. 

As mentioned by Kolen and Brennan (2004), examinees with the same given ability level 

would have the same observed score means and standard deviations and the identical distribution 

of their equated scores on both test forms. 
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2.1.1.4 Group Invariance Property 

This property assumes that the equating relationship between the test forms is same 

regardless of which examinee groups take the test.  It is assumed that the examinee groups are 

representative of their population, and thus, it should not be a matter which examinee groups are 

used to conduct equating.  However, this property does not strictly hold for observed test score 

equating methods (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  

2.1.2 Equating Methodology and Designs 

 There are several steps that must be considered for a successful equating.  These steps as 

described briefly by Kolen and Brennan (2004) are: a) defining the purpose of equating, b) 

constructing alternate test forms, c) choosing a design for data collection, d) administering the 

test and collecting data, e) deciding which statistical method(s) will be used, and f) evaluating 

the results of equating.     

It is expected that the differences in examinee scores are due to the difference in their 

ability levels after successful equating.  Therefore, any chosen equating method should eliminate 

the effects of the test form differences so that examinees are evaluated based on their 

performance.  However, it is crucial to decide which equating design would be the best fit to the 

characteristics of the samples, which come from a specific examinee population.  Also, examinee 

samples should be representative of their populations and show similar characteristics with the 

other group of examinees who take the other forms of the same test. 

In the equating context, the examinee data collection procedure is called equating 

designs.  More specifically, these designs are single group design, single group design with 

counterbalancing, random groups design, and non-equivalent groups anchor test design (Kolen & 

Brennan, 2004).  Each equating design involves practical strengths and weaknesses, and thus, the 
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choice of equating design is vital to decide which equating method (e.g., CE under the NEAT 

design, EP under the RG design) should be considered to link the test forms.  

2.1.2.1 Single Group Design (SG) 

 The SG requires a single group of examinees takes both Form X and Form Y of the same 

test so that any difference in examinee performance is attributed to the difference in difficulty 

between test forms.  However, the order effect is a major concern in the SG design.  It basically 

occurs either if the examinee group gets tired by taking Form X or if the examinee group gets 

familiar with the content and type of the questions after taking Form X.  In such cases, Form Y 

could appear to be easier than Form X.  This is the major weakness of the SG design.  

2.1.2.2 Single Group Design with Counterbalancing (SG-C) 

 Counterbalancing is used to eliminate the order effects in the SG design.  In this design, 

test booklets are created that contain both Form X and Form Y; however, the order of Form X 

and Form Y in each booklet is reversed.  In the first booklet, for example, Form X is placed as 

the first and Form Y as the second.  In the next booklet, the order is reversed and examinees take 

the form Y first and followed by Form X.  When the booklets are distributed, the first examinee 

takes the first version of the booklet, and the next examinee receives the second version of the 

booklet.  The purpose of counterbalancing is to make sure that examinees who take Form X first 

is comparable to the examinees who take Form Y first (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).   

2.1.2.3 Random Groups Design (RG) 

 In this design, random assignment of examinees is employed to the test form and a 

spiraling approach is used to hand out the test forms in a way that the first examinee receives 

Form X, the next examinee receives Form Y, and the third examinee again receives Form X, and 
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so on.  With this approach, comparable and randomly equivalent groups taking Form X and 

Form Y are created.  In the RG design, the difference between group level performances is 

considered as a direct indication of difficulty difference between the tests (Kolen & Brennan, 

2004).  

2.1.2.4 Non-Equivalent Groups Anchor Test Design (NEAT)  

 This is the most commonly used equating design in practice and also known as the 

Common Item Non-Equivalent Groups (CINEG) design (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  The NEAT 

design is a practically preferred design in which multiple editions of a test can be administered 

on different days to various groups of examinees.  In this design, both From X and Form Y have 

common (anchor) items, and examinees take both form specific unique items and anchor items in 

each test form.  If the anchor items are used to obtain the examinee scores, they are called 

internal anchor items; if not, they are called external anchor items (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). 

In the NEAT design, the overall test scores of both new and base form examinee groups 

differ due to the difference in groups ` ability levels and also the difference between the test form 

difficulty levels.  However, the average test scores on the common (anchor) test can be used to 

evaluate the examinee groups` ability differences since it is taken by both new and base form 

examinee groups (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). 

2.2 Classical Equating Methods 

Eliminating the effects of unintended difficulty differences between the test forms on 

examinees` test scores is the main purpose of test score equating.  Different equating methods are 

available, but they can be classified under two main categories according to either the type of the 

equating function (linear vs. non-linear), or the test theory from which they have arisen 
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(Classical Test Theory vs. Item Response Theory), or the intended purpose of equating 

procedure that focuses on the observed score distributions and true scores – true score equating 

(TSE) vs. observed scores equating (OSE).  These characteristics basically designate taxonomy 

that shows how equating methods are connected together (Holland & Dorans, 2006).  

 The most commonly used OSE methods are linear equating (LE), mean equating (ME), 

and equipercentile equating (EE).  There are also many other equating methods available to 

conduct OSE under NEAT design such as Identity Equating (ID), Circle-Arc (CA), Nominal 

Weights Mean (NW), Chained Linear (CL), Chained Mean (CM), Chained Equipercentile (CE), 

Tucker Linear (TL), Tucker Mean (TM), Levine Linear (LL), and IRT-based observed score 

(IRT-OSE) and IRT-based true score (IRT-TSE) equating methods, and so on.   

Some of the OSE methods are reviewed in the following section of this chapter.  In the 

second part of this chapter, a review of the relevant studies on small sample test score equating is 

provided.   

2.2.1 Mean Equating  

In mean equating (ME), the test forms differ in their difficulty levels by a constant 

amount at every score point in the score scale (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  The constant is 

obtained by subtracting the mean of score distribution of the new test form (Form X) from the 

mean of the score distribution of the reference (base) form (Form Y).  In the ME, transformation 

of the scale scores on Form X to those on Form Y is very straightforward as shown in equation 

2.1.  

( ) ( ) ( )
y

e x y x X Y          (2.1) 

where, X is the random variable indicating raw score on Form X (x is a realization or a particular 

value of X).  Correspondingly Y is the random variable indicating raw score on Form Y (y is a 
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realization or a particular value of Y).  Also, ( )X is the mean test score on Form X, and ( )Y  

is the mean test score on Form Y (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  

2.2.2 Linear Equating 

In linear equating (LE), the scale units of two test forms are allowed to differ along the 

score scale.  Also, it allows for the means of the score distributions on the both test forms to 

differ in a way that Form X is easier than Form Y for examinees with high-ability, while Form X 

is more difficulty than Form Y for examinees with low-ability.  In the LE, it is assumed that the 

z-scores are equivalent in both test forms as shown in equation 2.2. 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
y

Y Y
e x y x Y X

X X

  
 

 
    

 
    (2.2) 

where, ( )X and ( )Y are defined as the standard deviations of scores on Form X and Form Y, 

( )X  and ( )Y are the mean test scores on Form X and Form Y, respectively (Kolen & 

Brennan, 2004).  

2.2.3 Equipercentile Equating 

The purpose of the Equipercentile Equating (EE) is to identify the scores on Form X that 

have the same percentile ranks as the scores on Form Y.  To do so, the EE function is set as the 

cumulative distribution function (CDF) of scores on Form X to the Form Y scale equal to the 

CDF of scores on Form Y (Braun & Holland, 1982; Kolen & Brennan, 2004), where the scores 

on both test forms are considered to be continues random variables and specified as: 

1( ) [ ( )]
y

e x G F x
      (2.3) 
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where, the ( )ye x  function is the EE function, and G represents the CDF of scores on Form Y in 

the same population. F is the CDF of scores on Form X in the population. *
G is the CDF of 

( )
y

e x in the same population and 1
G

 is the inverse CDF of G (Kolen and Brennan, 2004).  

2.3 Small Sample Equating Methods 

2.3.1 Identity Equating 

Identity (ID) equating or in some context called no equating is preferable when the 

equating is unnecessary or unwarranted (Harris, 1993).  With the ID equating, scores on Form X 

are transformed to the scale scores on Form Y; however, equated scores on Form X in the scale 

of Form Y are still equivalent to their original scale scores on Form X because in the ID 

equating, it is assumed that two forms of a test are nearly parallel and identical in difficulty 

(Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  The equating relationship between the between Form X and Form Y 

obtained by the identity equating is:  

( )
IDy

e x x      (2.4) 

 Standard error of the ID equating is zero because there is no equating of scores on one 

test form to those on another test form.  Contrariwise, the use of the ID equating can produce 

substantial equating bias or systematic error (Kim et al., 2011).  Therefore, the ID equating 

should be used cautiously based on the psychometric characteristics of test forms being equated.  

2.3.2 Synthetic Equating Function 

 Synthetic function (SF) is the weighted average of the ID equating and any chosen 

equation method (e.g., CL, TM, etc.) using a specified weighting system (Kim, von Davier, & 

Haberman, 2008).  The weight  w  given to the ID equating in the SF ranges from 0 to 1.  The 

SF can be a better choice when the examinee samples are not representative of their population 
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because the SEE of any SF is equal to the proportion of the SEE of the chosen equating method 

used to create the SF.  The general expression of the SF is given in equation 2.5. 

( ) [ ( )] (1 ) ( )
IDySF yye x w e x w e x       (2.5) 

2.3.3 Circle-Arc Methods of Equating 

 Livingston and Kim (2008) introduced two versions (symmetric and simplified) of Circle-

Arc (CA) method to estimate an equating relationship between test forms taken by very small 

numbers of examinee samples.  The difference between two versions comes from how the 

equating curves are established.  Let`s label the coordinates of the three pre-specified points as

1 1( , ),x y 2 2( , ),x y
 
and 

3 3( , )x y  as shown in Figure 2.1 on the left side to explain how the 

equating function of the symmetric version is obtained.  The x-axis represents the scores on 

Form X, and y-axis represents the scores on Form Y.  The lowest and highest possible points are 

the pre-defined upper and lower end-scores on the test, and the middle point is given by 
2 2( , ).x y   

In the symmetric CA method, the equating curve is estimated that passes through three 

pre-specified points.  However, in the simplified CA method, those three points are transformed 

into their projections on the x-axis, and then, the middle point is empirically determined from 

test score data.  In addition, in the simplified version, the equating curve is decomposed into two 

parts: (1) the linear component [ ( )]L x  that connects the pre-specified points and (2) the 

curvilinear equating component that deviates from the line connecting two end-points.  From 

conceptual point of view, the symmetric CA is easier to understand because it directly fits a 

circle-arc to three data points; however, the simplified CA transforms those data points into 

linear and curvilinear components to fit the transformed data points to a circle-arc with a radius 

of r as shown in the Figure 2.1 on the right side. 
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Figure 2.1. An Illustration of Symmetric and Simplified Circle-Arc Methods. 

 

 

The middle points are the means of the score distributions of both Form X and Form Y.  

If the new test form is easier than the base form Y, the middle point would be below the line that 

connects the 
1 1( , )x y  to 

3 3( , ),x y and equation 2.6 would be used to fit the circle-arc equating 

curve; if not, the middle point would be located below that connecting line, and the equation 2.7 

is used to draw the arc of a circle as the equating function.  For all possible ( , )X Y  pairs on the 

circle with a center of ( , )c cx y  and a radius of r :  

2 2( ) ( )
y c c

e x y r X x           (2.6) 

2 2( ) ( )
y c c

e x y r X x          (2.7) 

The center point and the radius of the circle-arc r  are given the equations 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 

below: 
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2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 1

1 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 1

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
c

x y y y x y y y x y y y
x

x y y x y y x y y

       


    
   (2.8) 

 
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 1

1 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 1

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
c

x y x x x y x x x y x x
y

y x x y x x y x x

       


    
  (2.9) 

2 2

1 1( ) ( )
c c

r x x y y        (2.10) 

 In the simplified version, the transformed points describe a circle-arc as represented with 

green color in Figure 2.1 on the right side.  The formulas are same as in the symmetric version; 

however, the transformed 
*( )y values are obtained by subtracting the height of the line from each 

given y values.  In addition, the middle point 2 2( , )x y is also empirically determined in the 

simplified version by equating the mean test scores on the both test forms.  Based on the type of 

the equating design, simple linear equating or chained linear equating is used to make this one-

point score transformation.   

More detailed information about the simplified version can be found at Livingston and 

Kim (2008, 2009), but the mathematical derivation of the symmetric version is given in 

Livingston and Kim (2008, 2010).  In this study, the symmetric CA was used to establish an 

equating relationship between test forms because Livingston and Kim (2010) showed that two 

versions of the CA method produced identical results in their study and the symmetric version 

was conceptually simpler to understand.    

2.3.4 Empirical Bayesian Procedure 

 Livingston and Lewis (2009) proposed an estimation procedure, which combines 

previous equating outcomes of other test forms and include them as collateral information into 

the estimation procure.  The original idea of using collateral information in a prediction 
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procedure comes from the late 1940s, and Rubin (1980) used this idea to improve the accuracy 

of prediction based on test scores.   

 According to Livingston and Kim (2009), the previous tests that are similar in their 

content and psychometric properties can be used as collateral information to improve the 

accuracy of equating results using the EB procedure because test length, item type, and the 

psychometric properties are important similarities of test forms to be equated (Livingston & 

Lewis, 2009).  The formula of the EB procedure is given in equation 2.11. 

2 2 2 2

2 2

2 2

1 1

ˆ
1 1

priorcurrent prior

currentprior

current prior

current prior

current y prior

EB

currenty y

y y

y y

y

y y
y y

y
   

 
 




 


  (2.11) 

 According to Livingston and Lewis (2009): 

 Given a possible raw score x on the new form, the corresponding equated score on 

the reference form can be estimated by a weighted average of a current value and a prior 

value.  The current value is the equated score from the current equating, denoted here as

curren ty .  The prior value is
prior

y .  The weight of 
curren ty  should depend on the confidence 

it is appropriate to place in the results of the current equating.  The larger the sample, the 

more stable those results are likely to be, and the more weight it is appropriate to give to

curren ty .  The weight of 
prior

y  should depend on how many prior equatings contribute to it, 

on the stability of the information those equatings provide, and on the extent to which the 

information they provide is consistent.  All of these factors affect the stability and the 

usefulness of 
prior

y  as a prior estimate.  The more stable the prior equatings are and the 

more consistent they are with each other, the more weight it is appropriate to give to 

.priory  (p. 2). 

Compared to other small sample equating methods, the EB procedure is complex because 

some of the quantities in the formula given above are not easily obtained.  However, it is 
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analogically similar to the equipercentile equating since point-by-point transformation for each 

score unit on the score scale is made (Livingston & Lewis, 2009).  Obtaining an estimate of 

( ),
priory for example, requires the estimates of the other quantities from data.  A detailed 

explanation to estimate ( )
priory is given in Livingston and Lewis (2009).  The formula to obtain

 

( )
priory estimate is: 

2 2 2

1 1

1 2

1 1
ˆ ˆ( )

1

m m

i i

i i
priory y y

m m
 

 

  
  

 
   (2.12) 

where, 
2ˆ

priory is the variance estimate of prior equatings used as collateral information and i

represents the equating. While 1m  is used to represent the prior equatings.  The current 

equating is indexed bym , and 2ˆ
i is the estimate of squared conditional standard error of i

th
 

equating. 
iy  

is the observed value of y in the i
th

 equating and y is the mean of the 
iy values 

across all included equatings. 
currenty  is the current equating where the new test form is equated 

to its base form with any chosen method.  The square of the conditional standard error (CSEE) 

for each of the score point on the score scale can be used as an estimation of the variance of the 

current equating
2( ).
currenty   

The CSEE can be estimated by an appropriate procedure for the 

chosen equating method (such as, bootstrap, delta, etc.).  More detailed information about the EB 

procedure and its mathematical derivation can be found in Livingston and Lewis (2009).    

2.3.5 Nominal Weights Mean Equating 

 Babcock, Albano, and Raymond (2012) introduced a simple and effective method called 

Nominal Weights Mean (NW) equating, which is actually a simplified version of the Tucker 

Linear (TL) method to transform the score scales using small samples.  The effective weights are 
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obtained from variance and covariance estimates (Kolen &Brennan, 2004) in the TL method; 

however, the nominal weights replace the variance and covariance terms with the ratio of number 

of items on the total test and the anchor test as opposed to effective weights in the TL equating 

(Babcock et al., 2012).  The rationale behind this idea is that synthetic standard deviations ( )S in 

linear equating methods (e.g., TL, LL, CL, etc.) are not accurately estimated with small size of 

data.  Linear equatings (LE) represent a family of equations that use the linear equating function 

for scale transformation and they are attributed to Tucker and Levine equatings (Angoff, 1971; 

Kolen & Brennan, 2004).   

In the NW equating, the synthetic standard deviations of scores on both Form X and 

Form Y in LE equating (see, equation 2.13) are assumed to be equal since they are not accurately 

estimated when using very small samples, and thus, it produces a simplified linear equation as 

shown in equation 2.14: 

( )
( ) [ ( )] ( )

( )

S
y S S

S

Y
e x x X Y

X

  


       (2.13) 

( ) ( ) ( )y S Se x x X Y         (2.14) 

The synthetic means in the TL equating are given in equation 2.15 and 2.16 below,  

( ) ( ) [ ]
S X Y XV YV

Y Y w           (2.15) 

( ) ( ) [ ]
S Y X XV YV

X X w           (2.16) 

where, N is the number of test takers of each test form,  represents the ratio of the covariance 

between the total test and its anchor test over the variance of the anchor test as shown in equation 

2.17. 
X V  and 

Y V are also the means of the anchor tests on each test forms.   

2

YV
Y

V




  and 
2

XV
X

V




      (2.17) 
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In the NW equating,  terms in equations 2.15 and 2.16 are replaced with the ratio of the total 

test length to the anchor test length in the both test forms.  Also, w  represents the ratio of the 

form specific sample size over the total sample size of the test takers of the both Form X and 

Form Y ( ,X Y
X Y

X Y X Y

N N
w w

N N N N
 

 
 ).  

When  and w  terms are replaced with N and K terms, the synthetic means in the TL 

equating function become as follows: 

( ) ( ) [ ]X Y
S XV YV

X Y V

N K
Y Y

N N K
     


   (2.18) 

( ) ( ) [ ]Y X
S XV YV

X Y V

N K
X X

N N K
     


   (2.19) 

When all of these equations are put together, the equating function of the NW equating takes its 

final form as shown in equation 2.20 below:   

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]
[ ]

X Y Y X
y XV YV

Y X V

N K N K
e x x X Y

N N K
   

 
      

  (2.20) 

 One of the advantages of the NW equating is that its equating function does not involve 

variance/covariance terms.  If these terms are not well-estimated from the examinee data, the 

NW may be more advantageous over other equating methods when sample size is particularly 

small (Babcock et al., 2012).    

2.4 Population Criterion Equating 

One way to evaluate the accuracy of equating results is to make comparison between the 

equating results obtained from the sample data and population data from which the samples are 

drawn.  In other words, a true criterion can be considered to evaluate the equating results if the 

population equating is known (Harris & Crouse, 1993).  There are many research studies in the 
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literature (see, for example, Kim et al., 2008; Livingston & Kim, 2010; Skaggs, 2005) in which 

the population equating was used as a criterion to evaluate the performance of chosen equating 

methods under different conditions.  

The most commonly used criterion equating is the chained equatings such as Chained 

Linear (CL) and Chained Equipercentile (CE) equating methods.  Both the CL and CE methods 

can be used under the NEAT design (Livingston, Dorans, & Wright, 1990).  Three important 

steps are required to establish a link between the test forms using chained equating: 1) establish 

an equating function that links Form X to its anchor test V for population P, 2); establish an 

equating function that links the anchor test V to Form Y for population Q; and 3) transform the 

Form X scores into the scale of those on Form Y by using the both linking functions as described 

in step 1 and 2.  If those transformations are made using a linear equating function, it is called 

CL equating, while if percentile ranks are considered to determine the equivalent scores on test 

forms, it is called CE equating.  

In this study, the CE equating method with 6-univariate and 2-bivariate log-linear 

presmoothing was used as the criterion equating function to compare and evaluate the 

effectiveness of the chosen equating methods under varying factors.  The evaluation of accuracy 

and stability of the chosen equating methods were explained in Chapter Three, but a brief 

description of the CE equating methods was given in the following section. 

2.4.1 Chained Equipercentile Equating 

 In the CE equating, a few steps are required to equate the Form X and Form Y through 

their common (anchor) item set V.  The equating relationship among the test forms and their 

anchor sets are established using direct equipercentile method as described earlier in this chapter.  

The percentile ranks of the Form X scores in Population P are converted into the same percentile 
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ranks on the common test V in Form X ( ( )
Pve X ) , the percentile ranks of scores on anchor test V 

in the Form Y in Population Q are then converted to the same percentile ranks on the Form Y 

[( ( )].
Qy

e V  In the final step, these equating relationships are chained together using ( )ye x 

[ ( )].
Q Py V

e e X   More detailed information about this method can be found in Kolen and Brennan 

(2004).  

2.4.2 Error in Equating 

Equating is a statistical procedure, and, thus, error is always present as the test forms are 

linked together.  Kolen and Brennan (2004) described two general sources of error in test score 

equating: random error (RE) and systematic error (SE).   

The RE is present whenever an examinee sample is used to establish the equating 

relationship between test forms.  Sampling variability is the main reason why random error 

occurs in equating, and thus, random error in equating decreases when the sample size increases.  

For example, if the whole examinee population is available to equate the test form, no random 

error would be present (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  Random error can be estimated from data over 

replications (e.g., bootstrap resampling method) and, subsequently, it is used as the index of the 

standard error of equating (SEE) of a chosen method used to link the test forms.   

The systematic error (SE), which is attributed to equating bias in test score equating 

context, occurs when equating function produces bias while estimating the equating relationship 

between test forms, which occurs most likely due to violations of conditions of equating or the 

violation of the assumptions required to conduct equating (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  Method 

and design related problems are therefore attributed to the factors which lead to the systematic 

error.  Hence, it cannot be easily quantified, but can be controlled through careful test 
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development and selecting an adequate test design along with using appropriate method to 

equate test forms (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). 

Three statistics are mostly used to evaluate the accuracy of equating results: RMSE, 

BIAS, and SEE.  BIAS is the mean difference at each raw score point between a chosen equating 

method and criterion equating, and the standard deviation of these differences over replication is 

used as a measure of the SEE.  Also, the combination of the squared BIAS and squared SEE is 

used as RMSE at each raw score point (Skaggs, 2005).  More detailed information about these 

measures of accuracy indices can be found in Chapter Three.  

2.5 Review of the Small Sample Equating Literature 

There is a large number of equating studies in the literature; however, the number of 

methodological and empirical studies related to small sample equating is very limited.  

Therefore, studying small sample equating remains an unexplored area in extant research.  It is 

worth mentioning here that there has been an increasing interest in small sample equating 

research in the past decade (see Table 2.1).  Especially, some of the recently conducted studies 

have stood among other studies in terms of their contribution to the small sample equating 

literature, such as Kim et al. (2008), Kim and Livingston (2010), Livingston and Kim (2009; 

2010).  Livingston and Kim (2011) also provided valuable information about small sample 

equating in the form of a book chapter.  Besides, Kolen and Brennan (2004) introduced the 

details of test score equating and discussed the necessary technical details in their book.  In the 

following section, the review of those studies is presented along with the brief summary of the 

findings.  A summary of equating methods, test design, new group examinee sample sizes, and 

criterion equating function used in those studies are given at the end of this chapter in Table 2.1.  
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2.5.1 Review of the Past Studies 

Livingston (1993) conducted a study in which different levels of log-linear presmoothing 

(no smoothing, 2, 3, and 4-moments log-linear smoothing) and varying sample sizes (25, 50, 

100, and 200 for per test form) with the CE equating were compared under the RG design.  Test 

forms and examinee data were taken from the Advanced Placement History Examination.  His 

study identified that the use of presmoothing with small samples reduced the equating error to a 

significant degree.  However, he mentioned that one should be aware that the use of log-linear 

presmoothing with higher moments could reduce the SEE, but it might also increase the 

magnitude of sampling bias especially with small samples due to the potential change in the 

shape of the score distributions.  

Hanson et al. (1994) examined the accuracy of different equating methods in a 

resampling study in which the identity, linear, unsmoothed, presmoothed, and postsmoothed 

equipercentile equating were compared with different samples under the RG design.  The data of 

their study were obtained from five forms of the American College Testing (ACT) consisted of 

samples ranging between 100 and 3000.  They found that the ID produced less error than the 

other methods with the sample size of 100.  Both presmoothing and postsmoothing usage with 

equipercentile equating noticeably improved the accuracy of equating results.  Kolen and 

Brennan (2004) also investigated the behavior of the ID equating and found that it tended to 

produce greater equating bias when the forms differed in their difficulty. 

Parshall et al. (1995) investigated the behavior of the Levine-Angoff (Angoff`s Model 

IV) linear equating method with varying sample sizes of 15, 25, 50, and 100.  The data were 

from a state certification examinations in five subject areas under NEAT design.  Each pair of 

the test forms of those examinations ranged in their difficulties between .0 and .4 SMD units.  
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Their findings indicated that sample size had a great effect on standard error and the magnitude 

of the SEE increased in accordance with decrease in sample size.  In addition, they were also 

cautious about the large SEE for the raw scores away from the mean test score for those exams 

even though the psychometric characteristics of those forms were very close to each other. 

Skaggs (2005) compared the linear, mean, unsmoothed equipercentile, and log-linear 

presmoothed equipercentile equatings in resampling study with 200 replications.  Within and 

between comparisons of chosen methods were made in terms of their SEE, BIAS and RMSE.  

Equivalent-groups design was used to equate test forms from a teacher certification test with 

samples of 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, and 200. His findings were similar to those from Hanson et al.`s 

(1994) study.  He found that when the test form differed in difficulty, there would be a sizable 

amount of misclassification of examinees if the identity (ID) equating had been used; however, 

the ID equating was preferable to any other equating with samples as small as 25.  His study also 

showed that the magnitude of the SEE of all other equating methods decreased when the sample 

size increased.  The evaluations of those methods were made based on the EE with a 6-moments 

log-linear presmoothing under the RG design.  Test forms included 50 multiple-choice items and 

total sample size of both test forms was 237,067 examinees. 

Skaggs`s (2005) major findings were consistent with the findings in Parshall et al. 

(1995)`s study because he also concluded that an increase in sample size reduced the SEE, but 

improvement in equating bias varied based on the chosen equating method.  He recommended 

that equating was preferable to no-equating (the ID equating) with samples less than 50.  In 

addition, he also indicated that log-linear presmoothing with the first two and three moments 

improved the accuracy of equating results, but the use of higher moments did not improve the 

results. 
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2.5.2 Review of the Recent Studies 

There is increasing attention given to small sample equating studies especially after the 

year 2005 (see Table 2.1).  In this section, a comprehensive review of those recent small sample 

equating studies is presented in a chronological order.  

Kim, von Davier, and Haberman (2006) introduced the synthetic equating function (SF) 

and compared it with the ID equating and the CL equating method in a resampling study with 

1000 replications under the NEAT design.  They considered the external and internal anchor 

items in the first section of their study with samples of various sizes (N = 10, 25, 50, 100, and 

200) from a national assessment.  In the second section, they used data from a teacher 

certification program where pass/fail status of the examinees were desired.  The CL equating was 

used as the criterion equating function for both studies and selected equating methods were 

compared with respect to their equating bias, SEE and RMSE index.   

In Kim et al. `s (2006) first study, the number of the examinees who took the new form 

was 10,634 and the size of the examinees on the base form was 11,321.  The psychometric 

characteristics of both test forms were almost identical, but the new test form was slightly easier 

than the base form.  Small sizes of samples were drawn randomly from the whole examinee data.  

Their findings showed that the BIAS and SEE became smaller when sample size increased.  The 

ID equating produced the greatest amount of bias as opposed to the CL equating and its synthetic 

equating function which was created by giving the same weight equally to the ID and CL 

equating methods.  However, the CL equating resulted with a greatest amount of standard error 

while producing the smallest amount of bias.  The SF of the CL method did not perform well 

across five samples and produced second highest equating bias and standard error.  As was 

expected, the overall RMSE index of synthetic equating function decreased as the sample size 
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increased.  The CL equating produced small amount of bias around middle score range (35-55), 

but equating bias became larger for the extreme scores.  

In Kim et al.`s (2006) second study, there were 6,019 examinees who took the new form, 

and 6,386 examinees taking the base form in a national teacher certification test.  The 

psychometric characteristics of both forms were almost identical.  They used the same equating 

methods as in the first study.  They found that the ID equating had a constant equating bias 

across the five samples.  It also produced larger amounts of bias than the CL method and its SF.  

The greatest amount of standard error was obtained from the CL method across five samples.  Its 

SF was the second highest bias producing method in their study.  As a function of equating bias 

and standard error of equating, similar patterns were observed in each sample in terms of the 

RMSE.  Overall, the ID equating was the most plausible method in terms of its RMSE index 

across five samples.    

Kim et al.`s (2006) study indicated that the SF of the CL method was more favorable than 

the CL method itself when the sample size was smaller than 200; however, no equating was 

preferable when sample size became as small as 25.  For the samples greater than 100, its SF 

produced the smallest RMSE value as an overall accuracy measure, but around the cut score 

region, the CL method produced the smallest RMSE when the sample size was larger than 25.  

They concluded that the use of the proposed SF would be a better choice even if the groups 

differed in ability and the sample sizes were small.                

 Heh (2007) compared the ID, ME, LE, and smoothed (2- moments) and unsmoothed EE 

methods in a resampling study under the RG design with various sizes of samples ranging from 

25 to 200.  He investigated the investigating the impact of standard error of equating on 

classification error when the equating results were given according to performance standards.  
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The chosen equating methods were evaluated using RMSE and its components.  Six test forms 

were created with several levels of mean difficulty differences from .15 to .75.  The findings 

showed that the accuracy of equating results were dependent on differences in the difficulty 

levels of test forms.  For the forms in which test form difficulty levels differed substantially, 

equating was not beneficial.  His major finding was that equating still would be an alternative to 

no-equating if the difficulty of test forms did not differ much.  The CE method with 2 and 3-

moments polynomial log-linear presmoothed methods performed better than the other methods 

in his study.  He also indicated that the ID equating produced less classification error than other 

equating methods if the test forms were identical; however, around the cut score region, the CE 

method produced largest classification error.  As was expected, increasing the sample size 

reduced the classification error of all of the methods, except for the ID equating.             

  Livingston and Kim (2009) introduced the CA method of equating, which was 

specifically designed for equating with small samples.  In order to test the efficacy of this new 

method, they compared it with the CE, LL, CL, TL, ME, and ID equating methods under the 

NEAT design.  Two forms of a certification test for prospective teachers were used as the 

population data and small samples ( 25,  75 )new baseN N  were randomly drawn from data.  The 

ability levels of the examinees who took the each test form were almost identical.  There was a 

small difference (.3 SMD) on the common part of the both tests; however, the effect size 

between the forms was .36 SMD, indicating substantial difference in the average difficulty 

between the forms.  Other psychometric characteristics of the forms were almost identical.  For 

the evaluation of the equating results, they used the BIAS, the SEE, and RMSE.  

  The equating relationship established by the CA method indicated that the minimum or 

chance score on the test was set at 30; however, Livingston and Kim (2009) recommended the 
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use of ID equating for the scores below chance level be equated.  All of the equating methods 

tested in their study produced very similar results around the median of the score distribution; 

however, the behavior of chosen methods differed for scores at the extreme ends.  The CA 

method was the best performing method overall.  At or around the mean test score, all of the 

methods produced very close results only with .1 SD unit difference.  Their major 

recommendation was that the CA method can be replaced with the ME for small samples 

because it was advantageous to use for the equating of the scores at the extreme ends if the cut 

scores were located around extreme ends.      

Livingston and Lewis (2009) came up with a new approach to be used in small sample 

equating.  They introduced the EB procedure in a research report and proposed that this method 

be used to collect information from the previous equating outcomes in order to improve the 

accuracy equating results obtained from small samples.  Since they proposed a new method, they 

did not make any investigation in their methodological study; however, Kim, Livingston, and 

Lewis (2011) later investigated this method and compared with several equating methods under 

the NEAT design.  A more detailed overview of this study was provided later in this section.       

 Puhan, Moses, Grant, and McHale (2009) used a single-group equating with nearly 

equivalent test forms (SIGNET) design, developed by one of his colleagues to equate the test 

forms with small samples.  In this study, they divided the scores items into several testlets or 

mini tests.  A detailed description and illustration for the use of this design is provided in their 

paper.  They compared the (SIGNET) design with the NEAT design and found that linear 

equating with samples produced more accurate results under the SIGNET design than it did 

under NEAT design.  
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  Kim and Livingston (2010) later conducted another study to further investigate the 

behavior of the CA method under the NEAT design with small samples.  This time, they 

considered four operational test forms from a teacher certification examination and each 

contained at least 110 items and administered to more than 10,000 examinees.  They used the 

same resampling procedure to draw small samples and also included the CM equating method 

and two versions of the CA method: the simplified CA and symmetric CA.  The psychometric 

characteristics of the test forms were similar, but there was a slight fluctuation in the lengths of 

the forms (71, 70, 9, and 3 items) and each contained at least 23 items in common.  Test forms 

differed in their difficulties ranging from .17 to .30 standard deviation units.  Various sizes of 

samples were used for both the new form (10, 25, 50, and 100) and the base form (30, 75, 150, 

and 300).  Total 32 resampling studies were conducted with various factors (4 pairs of forms, 2 

assignments of examinee populations, 4 different sample sizes for each form) included in their 

study.  For the accuracy of equating results, they used direct EE method with a combination of 

two examinee populations.  

 Findings from Kim and Livingston (2010) showed that two versions of the CA method 

produced the smallest amount of error when the examinee samples comprising 25 for the new 

form and 75 for the base form.  Two versions of the CA method also proved to be the most 

accurate results at the extreme ends of the score scales with sample size 100 for the new form 

and 300 for the old form.  Both CL and CE resulted in large equating error with small samples.  

The ID equating did not seem to be a satisfactory method for the scores below the 75
th

 percentile 

on the new test form.  In conclusion, Kim and Livingston (2010) suggested the use of the CA 

method for the equating of test forms with small samples that contain less than 50 examinees, but 
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larger than 25; however, the CM equating also outperformed for the low scale scores.  They also 

noticed that the two versions of the CA method were not different from one another.            

          Livingston and Kim (2010) further compared the smoothed EE, LE, ME and two versions 

of the CA method under the RG design with samples ranging from 50 to 400.  Five operational 

test forms were used each was taken by more than 9,000 examinees.  Their results were very 

similar in terms of the findings even though they used larger samples.  But the LE and EE 

methods did not perform well and the ME was satisfactory for low average scores in their study.  

 Kim, Livingston, and Lewis (2011) compared the CL, CM equating methods with their 

SFs under the NEAT design in a resampling study.  Two forms of a test were used and small 

samples were drawn from a large data of national licensure exam.  The new form samples size 

varied from 10 to 200 and it was held constant for the base form as 200 examinees.  The CL 

equating was the criterion equating and accuracy of each method was evaluated using accuracy 

indices such as BIAS, SEE, and RMSE.  Test forms were similar in their psychometric 

properties, but one of the two test forms had a very close difficulty level to the base test form 

with a difference of .08 SDM units.  The other form substantially differed from its base form 

with .36 SMD units.  Two test forms were administered to more than 6,000 and each contained 

107 and 108 items respectively.  The number of common items was 36 in each form and the 

reliability coefficients for each pair of the forms were identical.  

   When these test forms were administered, twelve forms of the same test had already 

been equated using either the CL or CE method.  Those 12 forms were later used in the EB 

procedure.  In order to determine the impact of using previous equatings in the EB procedure, the 

authors compared the EB and non-EB versions (regular method) of the both CL and CM 

equatings using total 3, 6, 9, and 12 prior equating outcomes.  
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 Kim, Livingston, and Lewis`s (2011) study showed that the ID equating with 10 

examinees produced the smallest RMSE when the test forms did not differ in difficulty, 

especially for the scores .1 standard deviation below the mean.  The EB versions of both methods 

decreased the amount of error within 3 standard deviation of the mean, and they performed better 

than the non-EB versions. The difference between the EB and non-EB version of the CL 

equating was large.  The SF of the CL method also produced plausible results within 1 standard 

deviation of the mean test score.  The EB version of the CM equating was the most accurate of 

the methods included.  For the larger samples, the EB versions again were the most satisfactory 

methods; however, the ID equating did not perform well around the cut score region when the 

sample size increased.  Overall, RMSE measures showed that the EB version of the CM equating 

was the most effective method with the test forms which were similar in difficulty. 

 For the tests that substantially differed in their difficulty levels, the EB versions did not 

perform well comparing to the non-EB versions because differences in form difficulties caused a 

substantial error in equating; however, as was expected, any increase in sample size reduced the 

error in both the EB and non-EB equating method.  The use of the ID equating was not 

recommended since it produced a great amount of error when the forms differed in difficulty.  

 In their first study, Kim, von Davier, and Haberman (2011) further investigated the 

behavior of two different SF of the CL equating, obtained using different weighing systems 

1( 0.3w  and 2 0.5)w  for the ID equating under NEAT design.  They used various data sets 

from a total of 18 administrations of the two test forms.  The sample sizes varied from 19 to 70 

for the new forms of the test, and thus, the psychometric characteristics of the test forms were 

also different from each other.  The correlations between the anchor tests and total tests, for 

example, ranged from .83 to .94.  Total number of examinees who took the new form across 18 
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administrations was 678, and it was 426 for the base form takers.  They combined the data to 

create a pseudo-population and obtained the criterion equating function for the evaluation of the 

chosen methods.  After several tests with the TL, LL, and CL methods, they decided to use the 

CL equating as the criterion equating function.  Their findings indicated that the performance of 

the CL method was the best among all included methods.  The ID equating and the SF did not 

perform well, especially when the test form difficulties differed substantially compared to the 

other methods.    

 In second part of their study, Kim et al. (2011) made further investigations of the same 

methods using larger data set, but the number of the examinees who took the new form was less 

in this case ( 319
new

N  and 810).
base

N 
 
For this data, the CL method was again used as the 

criterion equating function.  Their findings showed that SF produced large RMSE for the entire 

score scale and also around the cut score region; however, the CL and its SF ( 0.3* ( ))
IDy

w e x

produced better results than the other equating methods included in their study.     

 Puhan (2011) investigated to what extent log-linear presmoothing helped reduce the 

equating error with unrepresentative small samples.  He created a hypothetical testing condition 

in which two new test forms were created containing 84 items with 48 common items from an 

original 120-item test.  The first form was used as the new form and the second form was used as 

the base form.  Since two test forms were created from 20,000 examinees data, those pseudo-

forms were equated using the direct EE method to produce population equating.  He tested the 

smoothing method in two conditions.  In the first condition, the assignment of the examinee 

responses was not altered while creating the first test form; however, for the second condition, 

the item responses were selected according to the lower performing ethnic group on the test to 

create the second test form in order to create an unrepresentative sample of examinees.    
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 In both conditions, Puhan (2011) equated the two test forms using no smoothing, 2 and 3-

moments log-linear smoothed CE equating methods.  The equating results were evaluated using 

weighted SEE, BIAS, and RMSE values.  The findings disclosed that the 2-moment 

presmoothing performed better than other two methods for equating with small samples in the 

first condition.  The 2-moments presmoothing was also the best performing method for the 

samples smaller than 500; however, 3-moments presmoothing was the best of other method to 

equate the forms with 500 examinees in the second condition.    

 Sunnassee (2011) investigated several equating methods in a simulation study designed 

for small sample equating under the NEAT design.  The ID, CA, CL, smoothed CE, smoothed 

frequency estimation (FE) method, TL, and LL equating methods were compared under sixty test 

characteristics.  Five different sample sizes (25, 50, 100, 200, and 400) were considered to equate 

the new test form to its base form with sample of 5000 examinees.  Mean group ability 

differences varied in a range from 0 to .25 in SD units.  Test difficulty differences were .0, -.10, 

.25, -.50, and -.75 in SD units.  Two different test lengths were also considered ( 30,60)N 

containing different item discrimination levels at an average of .3, .6, and .9.   

   Sunnassee`s (2011) study revealed that almost all of the chosen methods produced 

comparable results when the samples were similar in average ability.  The ID equating was the 

best performing method when the difficulty levels of the test forms were equal with the samples 

less than 50; however, both of the CA and ID equating methods produced large bias especially 

for the longer tests that differed in average group ability.  

 Babcock, Albano, and Raymond (2012) introduced the NW equating method used to 

equate tests especially with small samples.  They also compared several equating methods 

(smoothed EE, TL, ME, SF of the TL method, CA, and ID) to examine how the NW equating 
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performed with small samples ( 20,  50,  and 80)N  among others.  They created three 

conditions in which the both examinee groups were set equal in ability, the first group was more 

able than the second group, and the second group was more able than the first group.  Also, they 

considered different difficulty levels of the forms from .0 to .70 in SD units. RMSE, BIAS, and 

the SEE were used as the measure of accuracy indices.   

 Findings from their study showed that the ID equating was the most accurate when the 

test forms were equal in difficulty; however, when the groups differed in ability, the NW 

equating was the most effective method among the other.  When the test forms and group 

abilities differed significantly at the same time, the CA and NW equating again provided the 

most favorable results.  The CA method was the most favorable when the equated test forms 

were equal in their difficulty levels.    

2.5.3 Common Characteristics of the Small Sample Equating Studies 

One of the common characteristics of the studies in the literature was that the resampling 

procedure was involved to draw small samples mostly from operational data.  Also, the number 

of the replications in those studies was kept to at least 200 and at most 1000 depending on the 

size of the population data from which the small samples were drawn.  In case of no analytical 

method was available to estimate standard error of equating directly from observed data, 

parametric or nonparametric bootstrap resampling method became researchers` choice for the 

estimation of standard error equating of chosen methods as described in Kolen and Brennan 

(2004).  The sizes of samples for the new test form takers were generally ranged from 10 to 500 

in those studies.   

The CL and CE have been commonly used as the criterion equating function for most of 

those studies under the NEAT design, but direct EE was the researchers` common choice for the 
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studies implemented under the RG design.  For some of those studies, the same version of the 

criterion equating method was investigated regardless of minimum sample size requirement to 

conduct equating.  For example, Kolen and Brennan (2004) recommend a minimum of 1,500 

examinees per test forms to use the CE method to equate the test forms.  However, Kim and 

Livingston (2010), for example, used this method to equate the new test form taken by 50 

examinees while the base form was taken by 300 examinees.  The most frequently investigated 

methods in the existing small sample equating studies were the ID equating, SFs of the CL and 

CM methods. 

The evaluations of the methods investigated in those studies had been made based on the 

commonly used measures of accuracy indices: RMSE, SEE, and BIAS.  In addition, the 

weighted counterparts of those accuracy measures were also considered in some of existing 

studies for better interpretability of equating results based on the frequency of new group 

examinee scores in the large group population equating.  

Some of those small sample equating studies (see Table 2.1) were methodological in 

which new approaches or new equating methods were introduced, but some of them were 

conducted to compare several equating methods under varying testing conditions.  Those studies 

were designed to understand the nature and behaviors of the existing equating methods when the 

examinee samples were small and test forms differed in their difficulty levels.  However, 

especially after 2005, the tendency of researchers has slightly changed to develop new methods 

or integrate existing methods to overcome minimum sample size requirement in equating.  These 

studies have made great contributions to the small sample equating research, but there is still a 

degree of uncertainty about the selection of appropriate equating method(s) for small sample 

equating.  
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The use of the ID equating, for example, is still problematic since difficulty differences 

between test forms always exist in practice.  In addition, there is also no absolute guideline about 

how to create SFs of any chosen equating methods using a pre-specified weighting system.  The 

practical usage of the SFs therefore becomes very problematic, but some of the studies have 

shown that the SFs may perform better than the ID equating.  Therefore, it still has a potential to 

be considered in small sample equating research (Kim et al., 2011).   

Establishing a relationship between test forms using complex equating functions (e.g., 

TL, LL, etc.) is also not recommended since the size of the examinee samples are typically low 

in teacher certification examinations (Livingston & Kim, 2009).  There are two equating 

methods recently proposed by researchers and each has a potential to be used in small sample 

equating: CA and NW methods.  The idea behind these methods is that some of the parameters in 

the equating functions can be estimated even from small examine data since there is no 

variance/covariance terms in their equating functions (Babcock et al., 2012).         

The idea of using previous equating outcomes as collateral information and include them 

into an estimation procedure using the EB procedure is great; however, this procedure has 

several shortcomings.  Therefore, there is a need for proposing an alternative way which has 

more flexibility than the EB for adjusting the between- and within-equatings variation across 

equatings outcomes.  This new proposed score transformation procedure is called “meta-

equating” in this study.  A detailed comparison between these score transformation procedures is 

made in Chapter Three.  

No study also existed in the literature which investigates the behaviors of the CAS and 

NWS methods under different testing conditions.  The integrations of the CAS and NWS with 

the EB and META procedures were made in this study.  
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Table 2.1 Summary of the Most Recent Small Sample Equating Studies. 

Study Design Sample Size Methods Criterion Equating 

Skaggs (2005) RG 
25, 50, 75, 100, 

150, and 200 

Mean, Linear, Unsmoothed EP, 

and EP with 2-6 moments log-

linear smoothing, Identity.  

6-moments Presmoothing 

Log-linear Equipercentile 

Equating 

Kim, von Davier, & Haberman 

(2006) 
NEAT 

10, 25, 50, 100, and 

200 

Identity, Chained Linear, Chained 

Linear-Synthetic Function  
Chained Linear Equating 

Heh (2007) RG 
25, 50, 75,100, 150, 

and 200 

Identity, Mean, Linear, 

unsmoothed EP, 

and 2-6 moments Presmoothing 

polynomial log-linear EP 

6-moments Presmoothing 

Log-linear Equipercentile 

Equating 

Kim, von Davier, & Haberman 

(2008) 
NEAT 

10, 25, 50, 100, and 

200 

Identity, Chained Linear, Chained 

Linear-Synthetic Function  
Chained Linear Equating 

Livingston & Kim (2009) NEAT 25 and 75 

Chained equipercentile, Levine 

(observed), Chained linear, 

Tucker Linear, Mean, Circle-arc, 

Identity, Percentiles 10, 25, 50, 

75, 90 

Chained Equipercentile 

Equating 

Livingston & Lewis (2009) - - 
Empirical Bayesian (EB) 

Procedure 
- 

Puhan, Moses, Grant, & McHale 

(2009) 

NEAT 

and 

SIGNET

10, 15, 25, 50 

50, 100, 150 
Linear Equating Linear Equating 
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Table 2.1 Cont. Summary of the Most Recent Small Sample Equating Studies. 

Study Design Sample Size Methods Criterion Equating 

Kim & Livingston (2010) NEAT 

15, 25, 50, and 100; 

30, 75, 150, and 

300  

Chained Mean, Chained 

Equipercentile, Simplified Circle 

Arc, Symmetric Circle Arc, 

Identity  

Equipercentile Equating 

Livingston & Kim (2010) RG 
50, 100, 200, and 

400 

Smoothed Equipercentile, 

Linear, Mean, Symmetric Circle-

Arc, Simplified Circle-Arc  

Equipercentile Equating  

Kim, Livingston, & Lewis (2011) NEAT 
10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 

and 200 

Chained Linear – EB, Chained 

Mean – EB, Chained Linear,  

Chained Mean,  Chained Linear 

Synthetic, Identity  

Chained Linear Equating 

Kim, von Davier, & Haberman 

(2011) 
NEAT 

Ranges from 19 to 

70 

Identity, Mean, Chained Linear, 

Chained Linear Synthetic 

Function, 

Chained Linear, Chained 

Equipercentile Equating 

Puhan (2011) NEAT 
25, 50, 100, and 

500 

Unsmoothed Equipercentile, 1, 2-

Moments Log-linear smoothing 

Equipercentile 

Equipercentile Equating 

Sunnassee (2011) NEAT 
25, 50,100, 200, 

and 400 

Identity, Circle-Arc, Chained 

Linear, Smoothed Chained 

Equipercentile, Smoothed 

Frequency Estimation,  Tucker 

Linear, Levine Linear 

Chained Equipercentile 

Equating 

Babcock, Albano, & Raymond 

(2012) 
NEAT 20, 50, and 80 

Nominal Weights Mean, Circle-

Arc, Identity, Smoothed 

Equipercentile, Tucker Linear, 

Tucker Linear Synthetic, Tucker 

Mean 

IRT True Score Equating 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Existing and Newly Proposed Equating Methods 

The central objective of this study was to investigate the improvement of the accuracy of 

small sample equating under the NEAT design by combining previous and current equating 

outcomes using the meta-equating procedure as described in the ensuing sections of this chapter.  

The effectiveness of this technique in small sample equating was investigated under varying 

conditions and then compared with the chosen equating methods including the SFs of each 

method, the EB versions of the chosen methods, and the EB variants of the CAS and NWS 

versions.  In addition, equal weights ( 0.5)w  were considered to create the SFs of the chosen 

methods described above and the effectiveness of each SF was evaluated in this study.  A series 

of simulations was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the chosen equating methods and the 

newly proposed equating methods under a wide variety of conditions. 

 In this chapter, the meta-analysis technique and meta-equating score transformation 

procedure are introduced.  Then, software resources, design factors, and the data generation 

procedure are also explained.  At the end, the measures of accuracy indices and the statistical 

procedure used to analyze simulation results are presented.    

3.2 Meta-Analysis 

 As a statistical technique, meta-analysis is used to combine the findings from studies and 

summarize those findings to provide a more precise estimate of a measure of interest.  In other 

words, a meta-analysis synthesizes the systematically-combined independent study results to 

identify a common statistical measure (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009).  The 
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statistical syntheses are obtained by calculating effect sizes in each study and then integrating 

those effect sizes to provide a summary effect (Hedges, 2007).  

  In the literature, an effect size is used to represent the impact of an intervention, such as 

the impact of an instructional method on students` academic achievement or the effect of a 

medical treatment on patients` recovery time, and so on.  An effect size estimate may also 

represent an index of any relationship between two variables (e.g., the difference in test scores 

between males and females or the correlation between two test scores).  However, the effect size 

can also refer to an estimate of a single value, such as the average number of doctor visits per 

year or the mean SAT scores in Florida.  In these cases, the index is neither a treatment effect nor 

a standardized effect size, but it is simply an estimate of a parameter called “a single group 

summary” (Borenstein et al., 2009, p.17).  In a meta-analysis, the classification of such indices as 

a treatment effect or an effect size estimate is not a problem since the same mathematical 

formulas are applied if the estimate and the variance of that index are available (Borenstein et al., 

2009).  

Two statistical models were used in a meta-analysis: The Fixed-Effect Model (FEM) or 

The Random-Effects Model (REM).  These statistical models are explained and the use of these 

models in the equating context is introduced in the further sections of this chapter. 

3.2.1 Fixed-Effect Model 

 In this statistical model, it is assumed that the studies in a meta-analysis share a common 

fixed (true) effect size and it does not vary from study to study.  However, note that sampling 

error yields different observed effect size from study to study.  The formula for the FEM in the 

meta-analysis context is given in equation 3.2: 

     i i
Y e        (3.1) 
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where
iY is the observed effect,  is the true effect, and 

ie is the sampling error.  The sampling 

error is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and with a within-study variance of 

2.i  To conduct a FEM meta-analysis, the population effect size is obtained starting from the 

observed effects and the weights (the inverse of the variance of effect) given to each study 

(Borenstein et al., 2009).  The weight associated with each study is:   

     
1

i

i

Y

W
V

       (3.2) 

where, 
IY

V is the within study variance for study i.  The weighted mean ( )M is then obtained as 

follows: 
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      (3.3) 

 The variance estimate of the summary effect is equal to the inverse of the sum of the 

weights given to each study as shown in equation 3.4. 
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     (3.4) 

The standard error of the summary effect is the square root of the variance is equal to: 

     M MSE V      (3.5) 

The 95% confidence intervals around the estimate of the summary effect can be easily 

computed using the standard error of the estimate.  Also, a null hypothesis asserts that the 

summary effect is zero in the population can be tested within a given alpha level.   

The FEM meta-analysis starts with the assumption that there is one true effect size across 

studies, but this assumption is practically implausible.  Instead, it is more logical to assume that 
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those studies have something in common to synthesize information.  However, there is also no 

reason to believe that all studies share a common effect-size because the differences in the 

observed effects may also come from the differences between-studies.  Thus, the use of a more 

appropriate statistical model is desired to explain the within and between study variations. 

3.2.2 Random-Effects Model 

 The assumption that all studies in a meta-analysis share a common effect size may not be 

always true in practice.  In addition to the sampling error, the type or design of the intervention, 

the implementation of a treatment program, or the characteristics of the participants may affect 

the observed estimate of the parameter of interest.  Therefore, the use of the Random-Effects 

Model (REM) meta-analysis would be more appropriate for estimating the overall effect size by 

taking into account of the within-study and between-studies variations (Borenstein et al., 2009).  

In REM, the observed effect is a combination of overall true effect, the study specific true effect, 

and the sampling error ( ).i i iY      

 In contrast to the FEM meta-analysis, the population effect is obtained starting from the 

observed effects and weights (the inverse of the variance) which are different from the weights 

used in the FEM.  The weight in REM considers between-studies variance 2 specifically.  The 

weight associated with each study in REM is calculated below:   

     

*

2
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i

i

Y

W
V 




      (3.6) 

where 
IY

V is the sum of the within-study variance for study i and 2 the between-studies variance. 

With the addition of 2 , the weighted mean 
*( )M can be estimated using the REM meta-analysis 

model as shown in equation 3.7:  
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      (3.7) 

In the REM meta-analysis, 2 is estimated using method of moments (Borenstein et al., 2009) as 

shown in equation 3.8: 
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      (3.8) 

where df equal to 1k  (k is the number of studies). 
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 The weighted mean *( )M  can be calculated using the observed effects 
iY  and also the 

sum of the within-study and between-studies variations.  However, the REM meta-analysis 

formula is reduced to the FEM meta-analysis formula if the estimate of between-studies variation 

2( ) is very small or not statistically significant.  The threshold for 2 estimation is given in 

equation 3.10: 

     2  for 

0           for 

Q df
Q df

C

Q df


  

 

     (3.10) 

 In the REM, it is usually assumed that the errors for the between studies are normally 

distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance of 2 2( ~ (0, )).i N    Also, it is assumed 

that the errors ( , )
i i

e  , that is, within-study error and between-studies error, are independent of 

each other (Sanchez-Meca & Marin-Martinez, 2008). 
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3.3 The Use of the REM Meta-Analysis in Equating Context 

 The accuracy of equating might be improved using both previous equatings and current 

equating outcomes through the random-effects meta-analysis model.  The use of a meta-analytic 

approach in equating context is new; therefore, the equations and notation for the use of the 

REM meta-analysis model is first presented in this section.  

As previously explained, an effect size estimate can refer to any estimate such as a mean, 

median, or correlation.  Correspondingly, an equated score that comes from the equating 

transformation can be referred to an estimate of a single value, which represents a transformed 

score from the scale of the new form (Form X) into the scale of the base form (Form Y).  In this 

case, the effect size estimate 
iY  in equations 3.3 and 3.6 refers to ˆ ( )

y jk
e x , which is obtained 

from a pre-specified equating function ( )
y jk

e x used to equate any given score j on Form X into 

the equivalent score on the scale of Form Y in the k
th

 equating.   

The square of
jk

SEE is conceptually same as the within-study variation 
iYV  in equation 

3.6.  Thus, it can be used as a variance estimate of the equated score j on the scale of Form Y in 

the k
th

 equating as shown in equation 3.11 because Kolen and Brennan (2004) define the 

standard error of equating as the standard deviations of the equated scores over replications.  In 

this study, the conditional standard error of equatings ( )
jk

SEE were estimated through 

nonparametric bootstrap sampling procedure.  In the equating literature, the number of bootstrap 

samples typically chosen as 1000 (see, for example, Wang, 2011; Wang & Zhang, 2009; Cui & 

Kolen, 2008; Kolen & Brennan, 2004; Zeng, 1991; Kolen, 1984).  In addition, very small (200) 

or very large (20,000) bootstrap samples were also used to estimate the standard error of 

equating in some of those studies (e.g., Wang & Zhang, 2009; Hanson, Zeng, & Kolen, 1993); 
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however, 1000 bootstrap samples for each of 1000 replications were used in this study to 

estimate the .
jk

SEE  

When the variance of an equated score (or
 

2 )jkSEE is available from prior and current 

equatings, the variance estimates can be used in the weighting procedure to implement the REM 

meta-analysis in order to estimate the equivalent score of any given raw score on Form X on the 

scale of Form Y.  The REM meta-analysis can be used to combine the previous equating 

outcomes to estimate the equivalent score for any given score on the base test form.  However, 

the REM formula is simplified to the FEM formula if there is no variation between-equatings; 2  

is fixed to 0 and ˆ ( )
y jk

e x
 
is obtained for each score point on the scale of the base test form 

without 2  term in equation 3.11.  The magnitude of the heterogeneity in the previous and 

current equatings is therefore very crucial to decide whether this variation should be included 

into the score transformation procedure.  Different measures are available to evaluate the 

magnitude of 2  such as Birge`s-ratio proposed by Birge (1932) and Q-test proposed by Cochran 

(1954); however, those measures are sensitive to either the number of the studies or the scale of 

the effect size.  Therefore, I-squared
2( )I  proposed by Higgins and Thompson (2002) can be 

used to evaluate the degree of the between-equatings variation in the meta-equating context.   

The equation below is used to estimate the equivalent test score on the scale of Form Y 

through the meta-equating score transformation procedure:  

 

2 2
1

2 2
1

1
ˆ ( )

ˆ ( )
1

K

y jk

k jk

y jk K

k jk

e x
SEE

e x

SEE

















     (3.11) 
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where j is the given raw score in the new test form (Form X) being equated to the its base test 

form (Form Y).  k represents the index of equating from which the equated scores come from 

and ranges from 1 to .K  ˆ ( )
y jk

e x  is the equivalent score of j on the scale of the base test form 

(Form Y) obtained with the chosen method ˆ
y

e  in the th
k  equating. 2

jk
SEE

 
is the conditional 

variance estimate of ˆ ( )
y jk

e x  in the th
k equating. 2 represents the variance estimation of ˆ ( )

y jk
e x

across all included equatings.  ˆ ( )y je x
 
is the estimated equivalent of the given raw score j

obtained through a meta-analytic score transformation procedure.   

Briefly, the
jkSEE of each of the equated score were estimated using nonparametric 

bootstrap resampling method.  Then, each of the equivalent score in each of the equatings 

(including previous and current equatings) was used as an effect size estimate.  To take into 

account the variation among the equivalent scores, the REM meta-analysis technique was used to 

estimate the equivalent score in the scale of base test form. The graphical depiction of the use of 

the meta-equating score transformation procedure with a hypothetical example is given in Figure 

3.1.    

3.4 Comparison of the Empirical Bayesian and Meta-Equating Procedures 

Previous and current outcomes are required for the implementation of both the EB and 

meta-equating procedures so that the auxiliary information from the previous equatings can be 

used in the current estimation procedure to improve the accuracy of equating with small samples.  

It is assumed that the current equating comes from a large domain of all possible equatings 

where each of the new test form has been equated to its base form, and thus, the current equating 

can be used as one of the previous equatings in the estimation process (Livingston & Lewis, 
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2009).  However, the EB procedure has several shortcomings compared to the meta-equating 

score transformation procedure as described below.  

Imagine that the sum of the squared conditional standard error (variance of the equated 

score) is larger than the variation across all equatings including the current equating for that of 

the particular score.  In such cases, the second term becomes larger than the first term in equation 

2.10, resulting with a variance of 0 for that of the particular score across all equatings 

2( 0).
priory    When the equation 2.10 is fixed to 0, the EB estimation for that score is simplified 

to the unweighted mean of the all observed values across equatings ˆ( ).
EBy priore y  This estimate 

includes the current equating, but no weight is given to any of the included equatings. 

In contrast, the meta-equating score transformation procedure in such cases still produces 

the weighted means even if there is no variation among the observed values for a particular score 

across all included equatings because the conditional variance estimates 2( )
jk

SEE are used in the 

weighting procedure.  This means that each observed value for a particular score in a specific 

equating is always weighted to its variance even if the sum of the 2

jk
SEE

 
across equatings is 

larger than the between-equatings variation 
2( ) across all included equatings or 

2 is not 

statistically significant.  

Another problem with the EB procedure is that it can produce less accurate results than 

the chosen equating methods in some situations where the previous new test forms differ in 

difficulty from the base forms and also where the difficulty level of the new test form does not 

differ much from the base form in the current equating or vice versa because Kim et al.`s (2008) 

study showed that the consistency of the equated scores in the previous equatings had a big 

impact on the estimation procedure in the way that a heavier weight was given to all previous 
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Note: A random score (from 0 to max test score J) is selected on the test (in this example j = 60) to exemplify the use of meta-equating score 

transformation procedure to combine the previous and current equating outcomes.  Assuming that the score transformation of this score has been 

obtained using a chosen equating method and the equivalence of 60 is reported as 55 in the first equating, 74 in the second equating, 68 in the third 

equating, and 64 in the current equating.  Let`s say that the standard error of equating for those estimates are 2.2, 1.9, 2.4, and 2.7, respectively.  I-

squared estimate suggests that the between-equatings variation is about 90%.  Therefore, the meta-equating  score transformation procedure 

reports the equivalent score of 60 as 64.88 on the scale of the base test-form in the examinee population while the current equating reports 64 as 

the equivalent score of given raw score of 60.  

 

Figure 3.1 A Graphical Depiction of the Use of the REM Meta-Analysis in Equating Context. 
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equatings in the EB procedure.  The heavier weight basically pulls the estimated value to a less 

or more accurate value depending on how consistent the current equating is with the previous 

equatings (Livingston & Lewis, 2009).  Similarly, the meta-equating score transformation 

procedure is also affected heavily by the consistency of equated scores across all equatings; 

however, the weight given to each equating outcome contains the variations between-equatings

2( ) , and thus, a better adjustment can be made through the meta-equating procedure to estimate 

the equivalent score. 

The advantage of using both the EB and the meta-equating score transformation 

procedures is that the previous equatings can be selected from different equating methods.  For 

example, imagine a scenario where the previous equating-I has been obtained from the CA 

method, the previous equating-II has been obtained from the NW method, the previous equating-

III has been obtained from the TL method, and the current equating outcomes has been estimated 

through the CAS.  Then, the EB and the meta-equating procedures can be used to combine all of 

these equating outcomes as far as the standard errors of the equated scores ( )
jk

SEE are available.    

A concern for the use of the meta-equating score transformation procedure would be the 

independence of the equating outcomes because it is assumed that the effect sizes from the 

studies of interest are independent from each other in meta-analysis.  The violation of this 

assumption simply would become a validity threat to the findings from the meta-analysis and 

could yield a biased estimation of overall effect size (Malle, 2006).  Correspondingly, this 

assumption should be met for the use of both meta-equating and the EB procedures to better 

estimate the equivalent score in the population.  However, if the previous and current equating 

outcomes are inter-related, for example, if new test forms are equated to same base test form, this 

might be a treat to external validity of the results obtained from the EB and meta-equating score 
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transformation procedures.  Since examinees` scores on the new forms are equated to the same 

base form examinees` scores, the equating outcomes come from all included equatings cannot be 

independent in this case.  Therefore, the assumption of the independence of the effect size 

estimates in a meta-analysis, or the assumption of the independence of equating outcomes in a 

meta-equating, cannot be preserved.  

In practice, multiple test forms are usually available in most of testing programs and 

those test forms are generally equated to different base test forms (Kim et al., 2011).  Assuming 

that the pair of test forms used in an equating is different from the pair of test forms in another 

equating, the use of the previous and current equating outcomes may not be a big concern in the 

meta-equating and EB procedures if the examinees are not the same in these equatings.  

However, in reality, test forms might be equated to the same base test form, which can yield 

some dependency in the examinee data.  Also, data dependency in the NEAT design always 

exists because examinees take a common portion in the test forms (anchor items) from which the 

functional relationship is established between the test forms.  Therefore, there is always data 

dependency at some degree due to the nature of equating under the NEAT design even if the new 

test forms are equated to different base forms.  

It is also very important to note here that neither the meta-equating nor the EB procedure 

is an equating method because the symmetry property of equating does not hold for both of 

them.  The symmetry property assumes that the equating function used to transform scores on 

Form X to the scale of Form Y is expected to be the inverse of the function which is used to 

transform the scores on Form Y to the scale of Form X.  However, this is not also the case for the 

meta-equating; therefore, it is always expressed as a score transformation procedure, not an 

equating method.  Since test form equating is a part of the score transformation procedure while 
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combining the previous and current equating outcomes using a meta-analysis technique, this 

score transformation procedure is called “meta-equating” in this study.  

3.5 Software Resources 

 Item Response Theory (IRT) establishes a relationship between latent variables and their 

manifestations using a monotonically increasing function that is specified in a mathematical form 

using person and item parameters to predict observed responses on a test item (de Ayala, 2009).  

IRT models can be used to simulate data based on the psychometric characteristics of an item 

(difficulty, discrimination, and guessing) and the examinee`s given ability level (theta) to 

determine the probability of answering the item correctly.  In this study, three parameter logistic 

(3-PL) IRT model was used to generate the examinee binary responses
 
  0  1 . ijX or The 

mathematical expression of the 3PL IRT model is given in equation 3.11: 

exp( ( ))
( 1 | , , , ) (1 )

1 exp( ( ))

i j i

ij j i i i i i

i j i

a b
P X a b c c c

a b







   
 

  (3.11) 

where (.)P  is the probability of answering the item i correctly with a given ability level ( ) of 

examinee j.  Item discrimination parameter (a), item difficulty parameter (b), and the guessing 

parameter (c) are all estimated in the 3-PL IRT model.   

Examinees` item responses on test forms under NEAT design were generated using 3-PL 

IRT model in R software Version 3.2.0 (R Development Core Team, 2015).  The computer 

simulations for small sample equating were also conducted in R.  Different R packages were 

utilized for the data generation, simulations, and graphical presentations of simulation results.  

Those packages were equate (Albano, 2014), matrixStats (Bengsston, 2015), psy (Falissard, 

2012), ggplot2 (Whickam & Chang, 2015), plotrix (Lemon et al., 2015), and gridExtra (Auguie, 

2015).  For the statistical analysis of the outcome measures, IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21 
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(IBM Corp., 2012) syntax commands were used.  The R scripts and IBM SPSS Statistics syntax 

commands are given in the Appendices.  To verify the accuracy of data generation and 

simulation results, different statistical/psychometric software were used such as IRTPRO Version 

2.1 (Cai, Thissen, & du Toit, 2011), CIPE  Version 1.0 (Kolen, 1990), and Microsoft Office 

Excel (Microsoft, 2010).    

3.6 Study Factors 

 Several sampling factors and statistical test characteristics were considered to investigate 

different equating methods in this study.  The effect of various samples and group mean ability 

differences on the accuracy of equating results were investigated.  In addition, the effect of test-

form differences based on average item difficulty on equating results was also examined.  Test 

length and the anchor-item ratio across test forms stayed the same across test forms; therefore, 

the study factors were limited to sample size, group ability differences ( ) , and test form 

difficulty differences ( ) .  In the following sections, these factors are introduced.  

3.6.1 Sample Size 

 As shown in Table 2.1, sample size mostly ranged from 10 to 200 in the small sample 

equating studies.  In this study, sample size was chosen as 10, 25, 50 and 100 for the examinee 

groups who take the new form of the test.  Sample size stayed constant with 200 examinees who 

took the base form of the test.  Resampling studies showed that the new form examinee groups 

were typically smaller than 100 (Babcock et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2006; Livingston & Kim, 

2009), this was a typical situation for some of the subject area examinations in teacher 

certification and licensure programs (e.g., The Praxis II Subject Assessment, New York State 
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Content Specialty Test, etc.).  Therefore, the number of new form test takers has four different 

levels of sample size to mimic the practical testing situations in those exams.  

To establish a criterion equating function between the test forms, a total of 50,000 

examinee data were generated for each of the new and base test forms, but the small samples 

were randomly generated from the population data distribution in each replication.    

3.6.2 Group Ability Differences 

The group ability differences ( )  can be conceptualized in standardized mean 

differences (SMD) as the mean ability differences between the examinee groups who take the 

new or alternative form and the groups who take the base or the reference form of the same test. 

In this study, the examinee groups taking the base form were sampled from the standard normal 

distribution [ ~ (0,1)]base N  
for simplicity.  For examinees who take the new test form, four 

different ability levels were used to generate the item responses from four normal distributions 

with different means, but with the same standard deviation.  The first examinee group was 

randomly sampled from a normal distribution where the mean ability was .15 lower than the base 

form group, but with the same variability [ ~ ( .15,1)].new N   In the second group, the examinees 

were sampled from a normal distribution where the mean ability has slightly lower SMD than the 

base form group [ ~ ( .03,1)].new N   In contrast, the third and fourth examinee groups were 

sampled from normal distributions where the mean ability of the third group has slightly higher 

SMD than the base form group [ ~ (.03,1)],new N and where the mean ability of the fourth group 

was relatively higher than the base form group [ ~ (.15,1)],new N  but with the same variability 

in ability distributions.  Symmetric examinee distributions with negative and positive group 
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means were included to determine how the lower and higher ability groups affected the equating 

results.  

It is important to note here that in test score equating, examinee groups` ability 

differences between .05 
 
and .1 

 
SMD are generally considered as very large, and an 

ability difference of .25
 
SMD between the examinee groups is considered as extremely large 

difference (Wang et al., 2008).  According to this rule of thumb, the group-mean ability 

differences ( ) were intentionally specified in SMD units as small and large differences to 

investigate its effect on equating accuracy. 

3.6.3 Test Form Difficulty Differences 

Differences in test form difficulty ( ) can be also explained in SMD units as an effect 

size index.  In IRT, test form difficulty is conceptualized by an average  -parameter value of all 

test items.  Smaller  -parameter value indicates that the test form is easier than the other form 

being compared and higher average  - parameter value is an indication of a more difficult test 

form relative to the base test form.  In this study, four different test form difficulty differences 

( )  levels were considered with SMDs of    -.20, -.05, .05, and .20 SMD to determine how 

easier and more difficult test forms affected the equating results compared to the base form.  A 

difference between the new and base test forms .05 
 
SMD here was considered as small 

difference in difficulty, while a difference of .20 
 
SMD was an indication of dissimilarity in 

the test form difficulties (Kim, 2014).  It is important to note that the test length for the new and 

the base forms stayed constant with total of 120 items and 36 common items per test form in this 

study because in small sample equating studies, total number of the test items in both new and 
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base test forms ranged between 80 to 120, and for the anchor items, it was between 30 to 40 (see, 

for example, Babcock et al., 2012; Kim & Livingston, 2010; Kim et al., 2011).  

3.6.4 The Number of the Previous Equatings 

The use of the meta-equating and EB procedures require the use of previous and current 

equating outcomes; therefore, the integration of previous equatings was one of the study factors 

with two levels ( 3,  6).
E

    Including the current equating, a total of 4 and 7 equating outcomes 

were considered to apply these methods into the equating procedure.  The new test forms being 

equated to the base forms was randomly selected from a family of the test forms with the same 

difficulty level.  A total of 16 equating outcomes were generated using 4 forms of the same test 

with equal difficulty levels and 4 different examinee ability distributions.  It is important to note 

here that test forms used in practice typically have the same psychometric characteristics (test 

form difficulty, reliability, number of items, etc.).  Therefore, 4 different sets of true item 

difficulty parameter values with the same average test difficulty levels were used to generate 

examinee responses with 4 different ability levels in order to simulate a real testing scenario.  As 

a result of this variation, a total of 16 pairs of test forms were used in each simulation replication.  

However, the current equating outcomes were specifically drawn from each of those 16 pairs of 

equating results in each simulation replication while previous equating outcomes were randomly 

selected from the pairs of new and base test forms.   

3.7 Data Generation Procedures 

 A few steps were employed to generate the examinee data sets with given group mean 

ability levels (4 levels), test form difficulty levels (4 levels), and a total number of previous 

equating outcomes (2 levels) used to implement EB and meta-equating procedures with various 
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sizes of samples (4 levels).  Therefore, a total of 128 (4x4x2x4) conditions were created.  In this 

study, a total of 13 equating methods were tested in each of those 128 conditions.       

 The population parameter values were generated for a test form with given difficulty 

levels at first.  These parameters later were used to generate item responses for examinees with 

different group-mean ability levels who take the new test form and also for those who take the 

base test form.  From the distributions given in sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.4, a total of 16 pairs of 

distributions were used to obtain equating outcomes.   

The new test forms and the base forms were randomly selected from the 4 pairs of 

distributions as the first step.  Then, those selected pairs were used to generate item responses 

using selected theta distributions.  Examinee scores were then used to equate new test and base 

test forms.  However, the distribution of the test form difficulty and the group ability levels must 

be purposefully selected to obtain the current equating outcomes because it was aimed to what 

extent the meta-equating and EB procedures would improve the accuracy of equating results 

when the test forms used in both previous equatings and current equating differed in their 

difficulty and also when the examinee groups differed in ability.  Therefore, the distribution of 

the average item-difficulty parameter and the distribution of the group ability differences of the 

new test forms in the current equating should be the same.  By doing so, the effect of the 

previous equating outcomes on the current equating would be investigated when the current 

equating has a specific form of a distribution for both average item-difficulty and group ability 

differences.  For example, if the new test forms` item responses were created from 

 ~ .05,1new N  and  ~ .5,1 ,new N  the new test forms of the current equating outcomes should 

come from the same distributions in each replication.  However, only the ability distributions 

varied within all available theta distributions to obtain item responses for the new and base test 
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forms in previous equatings while the difficulty levels of the test forms were kept same across all 

equatings in each simulation replication, but varied across simulation conditions as shown in 

Figure 3.2.    

The population data was generated one time for each condition to establish the criterion 

equating function and then small samples were randomly generated based on the true item 

parameters from given difficulty and ability distributions for each simulation condition.  The CE 

equating with log-linear presmoothing was used to establish the population equating function 

between the test forms created from the population data coming from the each pair of the new 

test form and the base test form difficulty and ability distributions.     

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 A Visual Presentation of Obtaining Equating Outcomes. 
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3.8 Evaluation of Equating Accuracy 

 The accuracy of equating methods under varying conditions was evaluated using 

measures of accuracy indices including bias (BIAS), standard error of equating (SEE), and root 

mean squared error (RMSE).  To better compare the accuracy of each equating method in the full 

examinee population, the average of these accuracy measures for each raw score across 

replications ( 1000)R   were weighted using the frequency distribution of each raw score value 

in the new-form large-group population criterion equating at both entire- score range and cut-

score (reduced) range.  Then, the sums of the weighted accuracy measures for each score point 

were then used as overall summary measures for each of the equating methods investigated in 

this study.  

BIAS is an index used to quantify the systematic error in equating (Kolen & Brennan, 

2004), and it is defined as the difference between the estimated average equivalent score ˆ ( )
y jk

e x

across N replications and true equivalent score in the population ( )
y jk

e x as given in equation 3.12 

below. ( )
y jk

e x
 
were obtained from the criterion equating function as follows: 

ˆ ˆ[ ( )] ( ) ( )
y jk y jk y jk

BIAS e x e x e x      (3.12) 

Weighted Root Mean Squared BIAS (WBIAS) for each score point is calculated to 

prevent the negative and positive values from canceling each other and provide more accurate 

representation of the frequency distribution of the new form examinees` scores in the large group 

population criterion equating considering all score points as shown below: 

2

0

ˆ ˆ[ ( )] { [ ( )]}
J

y jk jk y jk

j

WBIAS e x P BIAS e x


     (3.13) 
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where,
jk

P was the proportion of raw score j in the th
k  equating to the raw score distribution in 

the new-form large-group criterion equating, and J  represents the maximum scale score in the 

new test form.  

 The SEE is used to quantify the random error in equating at each score point of j in the 

th
k  equating, and it was defined as the square root of the squared difference between the 

estimated equivalent score ˆ ( )
y jk

e x  in the 
th

r  replication and estimated average equivalent score 

ˆ ( )y jke x  across R replications. Mathematically, it is expressed:   

2

1

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ[ ( )] { ( ) ( )}

R

y jk y jkr y jk

r

SEE e x e x e x
R 

     (3.14) 

Weighted SEE (WSEE) was also used to quantify sum of the random error in equating 

coming from the each score point of j in the th
k  equating and mathematically given in equation 

3.15 as follows: 

2

0

ˆ ˆ[ ( )] { [ ( )]}
J

y jk jk y jk

j

WSEE e x P SEE e x


     (3.15) 

 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used to capture total error in equating, and is defined 

as the squared root of the sum of the squared bias and the conditional variance coming from each 

score point of j in the th
k  equating, and mathematically given as follows:   

  2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ[ ( )] { [ ( )]} { [ ( )]}y jk y jk y jkRMSE e x BIAS e x SEE e x    (3.16) 

Weighted Sum of the RMSE (WRMSE) was obtained by computing the weighted sum of 

the RMSE coming from the each score point of j in the th
k  equating, and computed: 

2

0

ˆ ˆ[ ( )] { [ ( )]}
J

y jk jk y jk

j

WRMSE e x P RMSE e x


     (3.17) 
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 The measure of accuracy indices and their weighted counterparts were used to evaluate 

each equating methods under each condition.  The best performing method(s) were identified and 

guidelines for practitioner were provided.  

3.9 Analysis of Equating Results 

This study has five factors.  The four factors used to generate the data set can be 

considered as the data generation factors (sample size, test form difficulty differences, group-

mean ability differences, and the number of previous equatings), and one factor used to 

determine the effect of each equating method on the accuracy of equating outcomes.  Since the 

same data were used to investigate the performance of the equating method in each simulation 

condition, the repeated-measures (or within-subjects) ANOVA was used to analyze the summary 

statistics and compare the 13 equating methods.  In order to investigate the effect of the data 

generation factors and their possible interactions on the accuracy of each individual equating 

method, between-subjects ANOVA was used to analyze the summary statistics.  The WBIAS, 

WSEE, and WRMSE at the entire score range and the R-WBIAS, R-WSEE, and R-WRMSE at 

the cut score (reduced) range were used as the overall measure of accuracy indices for each of 

the equating methods; therefore, these measures were analyzed through a series of MFA 

procedures.   

Before conducting the ANOVA for each accuracy measure, the data were screened to 

investigate if there was any potential problem in the data that may violate the ANOVA 

assumptions.  Each of the accuracy measures was in the continuous scale and there were no 

extreme outliers in the data for any group of the within-subjects factors ( )M and the between-

subject factors ( ,  ,  ,  and ).N E       
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Standardized residuals were approximately normally distributed according to the non-

significant  .05p  Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests for each of the accuracy 

measures.  Q-Q (Quantile-by-Quantile) and stem-and-leaf plots also visually confirmed that the 

normality assumption for the data appeared to be satisfactory.  According to non-significant 

Levine`s tests  .05p   for each of the accuracy measures, the homogeneity of variance 

assumption was also appeared to be satisfactory among the between-subjects factors 

( ,  ,  ,  and ).N E        

F-statistics with adjusted degrees of freedom  df  were considered to interpret the 

significance level of the main and interaction effects of the study factors due to significant 

Mauchly`s test of sphericity tests  .001p  for the repeated measures ( ).M
 
Depending on the 

magnitude of the correction factor ( ) reported by the Mauchly`s test of sphericity, the 

interpretations of the F-statistics were made based on either the Greenhouse-Geisser`s (G-G) or 

the Huynh-Feldt`s (H-F) corrections.  According to Howell (2007), the use of the G-G is 

recommended when is smaller than .75; otherwise, the H-F should be the choice if   is equal 

or larger than .75.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 Overview of the Research Purpose and Study Factors 

 The aim of this study is to improve the accuracy of small sample equating through a 

meta-analytic score transformation procedure using previous and current equating outcomes.  

The performance of the meta-equating was also compared with other existing and newly 

proposed equating methods in a variety of conditions.  Thirteen different equating methods 

( M  ID, CA, CA-EB, CA-META, CAS, CAS-EB, CAS-META, NW, NW-EB, NW-META, 

NWS, NWS-EB, and NWS-META) were carried out on simulated test forms at varying degree 

of new test form difficulty differences (   -.20, -.05, +.05, +.20) with four different small 

sample sizes of new form examinee groups ( N
  10, 20, 50, 100), and with four different new 

group examinee ability levels ( .15,  .03,    .03,  .15).    Also, the number of total 

(previous + current) equating outcomes were specified at two levels ( 3,  6)E  to investigate 

the effect of using previous equating outcomes
 
in the current equating procedure.   

Accuracy of equating results was evaluated based on the three measures of accuracy 

indices.  As explained in the previous chapter, the weighted measures were then computed for 

both the entire-score range (WRMSE, WBIAS, and WSEE) and the cut-score (reduced) range 

(R-WRMSE, R-WBIAS, and R-WSEE).  The between-subjects ANOVA procedures with 

repeated-measures was used to analyze the main and interaction effects of study factors on the 

accuracy of equating results.  The effect size estimate, eta-squared 2( ), which is defined as the 

proportion of variance explained by each of the main effects, interactions, and error in an 

ANOVA study (Howell, 2007), was used to evaluate the magnitude of those effects in this study. 
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4.2 Characteristics of Pseudo-Population Data and Criterion Equating Function 

The examinee pseudo-population data was generated with a total of 50,000 examinees for 

each of the forms of the test created under the NEAT design.  As has mentioned previously, 

those test forms were created as 120-item (36-common item) tests and each pair of the new and 

base test form data were generated based on different group ability and test-form difficulty 

levels.  Table 4.1 provides the psychometric characteristics of the 16 pairs of test form data used 

to establish the population criterion equating function between the test forms.  The Form X tests 

were always treated as the new test forms and used to create positive and negative standardized 

mean difference (SMD) measures for the specification of the new group ability difference ( )  

and the new test-form difficulty difference ( ) ; otherwise, the Form Y tests were always 

considered as the base (reference) test forms with the same group ability  ~ (0,1)
base

N  and the 

test-form difficulty  ~ (0,1)
base

N  levels in each simulation replication.  A variance ratio of 1 

was maintained to generate the test-item responses for each form pairs of the test in each 

simulation condition.  

The psychometric characteristics of the test forms of the 50,000 examinee data were 

similar to each other as can be seen in Table 4.1.  However, small differences in the shape of the 

test score distributions of the examinee population likely occurred due to the main and 

interaction effects of the test-form difficulty and the group-ability differences used as data 

generation factors in the 3-PL IRT Model.  Even though a stable estimate of the whole examinee 

population distribution could be made with this size of data, some of the score points in the 

distribution might have appeared unevenly, especially at the extreme ends of the distribution due 

to sampling error and/or systematic error.  Thus, the actual shape of the whole examinee 

population might still not be accurately estimated (Calton, 1995).   
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 Table 4.1 Psychometric Characteristics of Pseudo Test Forms. 

1

  
2

  3
Form   Mean  

4
TSD   /

5

X YT T
SD  6

ASD  /

7

X YA ASD  8

X YT T
SMD   9

X YA A
SMD 

10.Cor  11
SEM  12.Rel

-.15 -.20 
X 70.12 18.77 

1.00 
6.03 

1.00 .050 -.133 
.86 4.97 .93 

Y 69.18 18.82 6.04 .86 4.61 .94 

-.03 -.20 
X 72.37 18.76 

.99 
6.04 

1.00 .166 -.026 
.86 4.60 .94 

Y 69.24 18.87 6.05 .86 4.62 .94 

+.03 -.20 
X 73.40 18.76 

1.00 
6.04 

1.00 .227 .036 
.86 4.59 .94 

Y 69.16 18.69 6.02 .86 4.94 .93 

+.15 -.20 
X 75.59 18.49 

.98 
5.97 

.99 .339 .134 
.86 4.53 .94 

Y 69.26 18.84 6.03 .86 4.61 .94 

-.15 -.05 
X 67.13 19.08 

1.00 
6.11 

1.01 -.061 -.141 
.86 4.67 .94 

Y 68.29 19.14 6.07 .86 4.69 .94 

-.03 -.05 
X 69.46 19.01 

.99 
6.06 

1.00 .066 -.026 
.86 4.66 .94 

Y 68.19 19.22 6.04 .86 4.71 .94 

+.03 -.05 
X 70.51 18.89 

.98 
6.08 

.99 .117 .029 
.86 4.63 .94 

Y 68.28 19.34 6.14 .86 4.74 .94 

+.15 -.05 
X 72.56 18.89 

.99 
6.10 

1.00 .233 .131 
.86 4.63 .94 

Y 68.14 19.13 6.07 .86 4.69 .94 

-.15 +.05 
X 65.22 18.54 

.97 
5.88 

.99 -.295 -.133 
.85 4.90 .93 

Y 70.78 19.10 5.93 .86 4.68 .94 

-.03 -.05 
X 67.41 18.56 

.97 
5.88 

.99 -.181 -.024 
.85 4.91 .93 

Y 70.82 19.06 5.92 .86 4.67 .94 
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Table 4.1 Cont. Psychometric Characteristics of Pseudo Test Forms. 

1

  
2

  3
Form   Mean  

4
TSD   /

5

X YT T
SD  6

ASD  /

7

X YA ASD
8

X YT T
SMD   9

X YA A
SMD   10.Cor  11

SEM
12.Rel  

+.03 -.05 
X 68.50 18.59 

.98 
5.91 

1.00 -.119 .032 
.85 4.92 .93 

Y 70.73 19.06 5.91 .86 4.67 .94 

+.15 -.05 
X 70.52 18.54 

.98 
5.89 

1.00 -.019 .129 
.86 4.91 .93 

Y 70.88 18.93 5.87 .86 4.64 .94 

-.15 +.20 
X 62.50 19.05 

1.02 
6.00 

.99 -.393 -.139 
.85 5.04 .93 

Y 69.91 18.69 6.04 .85 4.94 .93 

-.03 +.20 
X 64.84 19.15 

1.02 
6.05 

1.00 -.268 -.029 
.86 5.07 .93 

Y 69.92 18.81 6.07 .86 4.98 .93 

+.03 +.20 
X 65.90 19.19 

1.02 
6.07 

1.00 -.205 .030 
.86 4.70 .94 

Y 69.80 18.86 6.09 .86 4.99 .93 

+.15 +.20 
X 68.08 19.18 

1.02 
6.06 

1.00 -.096 .128 
.86 4.70 .94 

Y 69.90 18.75 6.04 .85 4.96 .93 

1.  The new group examinee ability difference used to generate the pseudo-population data.
2.  The new form test difficulty difference used to generate the pseudo-population data.  
3.  Form X is the new test form and Form Y is the reference (base) form in all equating procedures. 

4.  The standard deviation of Form X and Form Y test scores.
5.  The ratio between the standard deviations of total test scores on Form X and Form Y.
6.  The standard deviation of Form X and Form Y anchor (common) test scores.
7.  The ratio between the standard deviations of anchor (common) test scores on Form X and Form Y.
8.  The standardized mean difference (SMD) between the total test scores on Form X and Form Y. 

9.  The standardized mean difference (SMD) between the anchor (common) test scores on Form X and Form Y.
10. The correlation between the total and anchor (common) test scores.
11. Standard of Measurement. 

12. Cronbach’s Alpha reliability estimate for the total test. 
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The SMD estimates between the new and the base test forms varied based on the 

different new group ability and test form difficulty levels.  For example, the SMD estimates of 

the   and   were larger for the score distributions where .15
X Y 

   and .20
X Y 

  
 
while 

they were generally smaller in the other conditions (e.g., .03
X Y 

   and .05),
X Y 

    but those 

estimates reflected the populations`   and levels as expected.  In addition, the irregularities 

in the examinee test form score distributions also existed in all of the pseudo examine population 

data (see, for example, Figure 4.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Raw Score Distributions of Populations with .15   and .20.    
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The equating relationship between the test forms could be unstable and inaccurate with 

such score distributions that contain irregular score patterns (Liou & Cheng, 1995).  Thus, an 

application of some sort of smoothing to the raw score distributions prior to the test equating is 

often recommended to remove the undesired irregularities (Hanson, 1991; Kolen & Brennan, 

2004; van der Linden & Wiberg, 2010).  The use of the correct smoothing technique is also a 

vital component of this procedure to achieve adequate model-data fit in order to retain the 

original shape and the location of the score distributions.  Therefore, the fit statistics (e.g., AIC, 

BIC, Chi-Square, etc.) and the consistency between the estimates of central tendency measures 

for both the original and smoothed score distributions should be inspected very carefully to 

decide to what extent the smoothing should be applied to the data.   

 

 

Table 4.2 Fit Statistics of the Smoothed Distribution for Form X. 

Model 
2 (df) AIC BIC .dif

df  2

.Dif
  p 

1 184718 (4474) 190545 190564
 

2 101821 (4470) 107656 107701 4 82897 <.00 *** 

3 99004 (4468) 104843 104901 2 2817 <.00 *** 

4 98684 (4466) 104528 104598 2 320 <.00 *** 

5 98486 (4464) 104334 104417 2 197 <.00 *** 

6 98484 (4462) 104336 104432 2 2 .34188 

7 98480 (4460) 104336 104445 2 4 .13615 

8 98480 (4458) 104339 104461 2 1 .70844 

9 98475 (4456) 104339 104473 2 4 .10658 

*  p <.01,  ** p < .05,  *** p < .001 
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Different methods are available to smooth the raw score distributions prior to equating 

(e.g., the log-linear models, the beta binomial models, etc.).  However, the use of polynomial 

log-linear models has an advantage in the way that it potentially provides better fit to bivariate 

distributions (Hanson, 1991).  In this study, a variety of polynomial log-linear models with 

different degrees of smoothing were, therefore, tested to determine the best combination of 

smoothing degrees which preserved the distributional properties of the total- and anchor raw test 

scores.  The log-linear model with a combination of the smallest AIC, BIC, and the Chi-Square 

estimates were used to smooth the raw score distributions prior to the equating the test forms.  

 

 

Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics of Raw and Smoothed Score Distributions of Form X. 

Distribution Mean Std. Dv. Skewness Kurtosis Min. Max. N 

Total Test
a
 62.50 19.05 0.17 2.37 13 118 50000

Anchor Test
a
 18.97 6.00 0.14 2.45 1 36 50000

Total Test
b
 62.50 19.05 0.17 2.37 0 120 50000

Anchor Test
b
 18.97 6.00 0.14 2.45 0 36 50000

a
: Raw Total Test Score Distribution, 

b
: Smoothed Total Test Score Distribution. 

 

 

For example, adequate model-data fit for the test form data with (.15,0)
X

N  and 

( .20,0)
X

N   was mostly achieved in the first 6-univariate and 2-bivariate moments of the 

raw score distributions to retain their original shapes and locations using the Model 6 as shown 

in Table 4.2.  The descriptive statistics (see Table 4.3) also shows that the central tendency 
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measures were identical even after smoothing were applied indicating that the presmoothing 

preserved the characteristics of the original distributions as seen in Figure 4.2. 

To better show the effectiveness of presmoothing, the score distributions given in Figure 

4.1 and 4.2 were equated using the CE method.  Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the behavior of 

equating functions and their bootstrap standard errors when the raw and presmoothed score 

distributions were used in the large group criterion equating.  The choice of CE with log-linear 

presmoothing was made based on a fact that the relationship between the test forms would be 

better established with a non-linear function especially if the population score distributions 

contain the irregular score patterns.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Presmoothed Score Distributions of Populations with .15    and .20.       
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Therefore, the CE equating with polynomial log-linear pre-smoothing was established as 

the criterion equating function of the entire population of 50,000 examinees for each pair of total 

16 pairs of the test forms in each simulation condition.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Criterion Equating Functions for Original and Presmoothed Distributions. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 SEE of Criterion Equating for Original and Presmoothed Score Distributions. 
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The Form X equivalent scores on the scale of the Form Y were treated as the true 

population equivalent scores obtained through this population equating function.  As has 

explained in the previous chapter, those true population equivalent scores were used to obtain 

some of the accuracy measures; however, the weighted counterparts of those measures were 

analyzed through a series of the ANOVA procedures to examine the effects of study factors on 

the accuracy of equating results at the both entire- and cut-score ranges.  

4.3 General Framework for Presenting the ANOVA Results 

Two general themes were considered to present the results of this study in the ensuing 

sections of this chapter: (1) The overall comparison of the chosen equating methods in both of 

the entire score range and the cut-score range, and (2) the evaluation of the main and interaction 

effects of study factors on the performance of the small sample equating methods.        

The measures of accuracy indices were obtained for both entire- and cut-score ranges for 

each of the weighted measures.  Therefore, a total of six separate ANOVAs were run to discuss 

the simulation outcomes.  The ANOVA results were therefore used to explain if the overall 

performance of the equating methods were significantly different from each other, and also to 

indicate whether the main and interaction terms of the study factors had significant effect on the 

equating accuracy.  In addition, the effect size estimates 
2( )T were also provided to discuss the 

magnitude of the effects of the study factors for each of the measure of the accuracy indices 

along the entire and the cut-score ranges.  

For the effect size approach, the ratio of the amount of variance explained by a main (or 

interaction effect) to the total variation was used to determine whether an effect was really 

important among the other main or interaction effects.  In this study, one percent  2 .01
T
    was 

considered as a threshold value to classify an “important-effect”.  In other words, the main or 
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interaction effects which explained at least 1% of the total variation in the accuracy measures 

(e.g., WRMSE, R-WSEE, etc.) were considered as an important effect on the equating accuracy.   

In the ensuing sections of this chapter, different types of summaries (e.g., tables, figures, 

etc.) were also intensively utilized for better interpretability of the results in addition to the 

explanations provided in the text.   

4.4 Accuracy of Equating Results along the Entire Score Range 

The accuracy of equating results along the entire score range in addition to the cut-score 

range can be one of the interests of practitioners in the area of testing.  Therefore, the 

performance of the chosen equating methods were evaluated on the entire score range under 

different testing conditions in which the test form difficulty differences and the examinees` 

ability differences were varied in a range with different sample sizes of new test-form takers.  

The WRMSE measures with WSEE and WBIAS were considered as an indication of the overall 

performance of the chosen equating methods to make comparison because it was possible to see 

the contribution of each of the random (sampling error) and the systematic error (related to the 

equating method) on the accuracy of equating results in the entire score scale.  In addition, the 

ANOVA plots for the main and interaction effects of the study factors with large effect-size were 

also presented here to visually see how the study factors affected the equating accuracy across 

simulation conditions.        

4.4.1 Evaluation of the WRMSE Estimates 

According to the ANOVA results, almost all of the main and interaction effects of the 

between subject factors on the average WRMSE were significant at alpha level .05 (see, Table 

4.4).  The effects sizes associated with those main and interactions effects were also important 

since the amount of the variance explained by those effects were equal to or larger than 1% of 
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the total of the between- and within-study variation.  The largest amount of the total variance 

was explained by the group ability difference 2

3, 27 2315.27( ,  .05,  .142).
T

F p   
 
 However, 

interpreting the results based only on the significant main effect of   itself might not be 

accurate since there were significant higher-order interactions.  Therefore, the interpretations of 

the higher-order interactions containing   
were more appropriate in this case.   

For example, the interaction effect of *  
 
explained the second largest amount of the 

total variation in the WRMSE estimates 2

9, 27 444.27( ,  .05,  .081)
T

F p   
 
even though the 

main effect of  was also significant, but not important 2

3, 27( ,  .0544.8 ,  .003).0
T

F p          

Therefore, it was crucial here to evaluate the interaction effect of *  
 
on the WRMSE 

estimates because it accounted for a large amount variance among the other terms in the model.  

As can been seen in Figure 4.5, the interaction effect of   and
   changed the accuracy of 

equating results when the magnitude of   and
   were varied.  However, the overall WMRSE 

estimates were very close to each other when the signs of   and   
were opposite, but 

identical in their absolutes values.  In other words, the equating methods produced more accurate 

results when the magnitudes of each level of those study factors were small (  .03 and    

 .05),    but less accurate results were obtained when that magnitude were larger 

(  .15   and  .20).    Especially, the least accurate results (or the largest WRMSE) were 

observed when the signs of   and   were opposite and larger in their magnitudes, which 

created extreme score differences on the test forms (see, Figure 4.5).  

Even though the main effect of the new group sample size ( )
N

 was significant

2

3, 27( , .0527. ,  .002)8 ,5
T

F p     the amount of variance explained by those effects was not 
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important.  In addition, the effect of the number of the previous outcomes ( )
E

 on the overall 

WRMSE estimates was found non-significant 1, 27( 1.207, .05)F p  even though there were 

significant higher-order interaction terms containing   in the ANOVA model (see, Table 4.4).  

Those interaction effects with very small effect size estimates were only reported in the ANOVA 

tables.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 Interaction Plot of   and  on Average WRMSE. 
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Table 4.4 ANOVA Results of the WRMSE Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 757.540 127
  

  
459.812 3 153.271 2315.268 .000 .142* 

  
8.897 3 2.966 44.798 .000 .003 

N  5.532 3 1.844 27.854 .000 .002 

E  .071 1 .071 1.077 .309 .000 

 *   264.696 9 29.411 444.270 .000 .081* 

 * N  1.513 9 .168 2.540 .029 .000 

 * E  .765 3 .255 3.853 .020 .000 

 * N  1.600 9 .178 2.685 .023 .000 

 * E  .067 3 .022 .338 .798 .000 

N * E  .223 3 .074 1.124 .357 .000 

 *  * N  5.874 27 .218 3.286 .001 .002 

 *  * E  2.526 9 .281 4.240 .002 .001 

 * N * E  2.192 9 .244 3.679 .004 .001 

 * N * E  1.984 9 .220 3.330 .007 .001 

Error (Between) 1.787 27 .066    

Within Subjects 2491.283 1309.49    

M  1508.30 10.00 150.889 2487.954 .000 .464* 

M *   187.46 29.99 6.251 103.072 .000 .058* 

M *   97.13 29.99 3.239 53.404 .000 .030* 

M * N  81.34 29.99 2.712 44.724 .000 .025* 

M * E  2.01 10.00 .201 3.312 .000 .001 

M *  *   768.41 89.97 8.541 140.833 .000 .237* 

M *  * N  17.04 89.97 .189 3.124 .000 .005 

M *  * E  5.68 29.99 .190 3.125 .000 .002 

M *  * N  3.98 89.97 .044 .729 .961 .001 

M *  * E  17.73 29.99 .591 9.751 .000 .005 

M * N * E  1.71 29.99 .057 .941 .559 .001 
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Table 4.4 Cont. ANOVA Results of the WRMSE Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

M *  *  * N  26.07 269.90 .097 1.593 .000 .008 

M *  *  * E  12.46 89.97 .138 2.284 .000 .004 

M *  * N * E  7.13 89.97 .079 1.307 .053 .002 

M *  * N * E  6.00 89.97 .067 1.100 .279 .002 

Error(Within) 16.37 269.90 .061    

Total SS 3248.82 1436.49   
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*.
2

1.0%
T

     

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Interaction Plot of M  
and N  

on Average WRMSE. 
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The results showed that the accuracy measures associated with each equating method 

were significantly different from each other.  In other words, the main effect of the equating 

methods ( )
M


 
was significant 9.96, 16.27 2487.95( ,  .05)F p 

 
and explained a very large amount 

of variance (46.4%) according to the associated F-statistics with the corrected degrees of 

freedom given in Table 4.2.  In addition, the interaction between the equating methods and the 

sample size of the new group examinees ( * )
M N

 
 
was found to be statistically significant and 

accounted for 2.5% of the total variance in the WRMSE estimates 3, 27 .( 44 , 072 . 5,F p 
 

2 .025),
T

  which was also a large effect on the equating accuracy as shown in Figure 4.6.   

Moreover, the higher-order interaction term of * *
M     was also statistically 

significant and had a large effect on the equating accuracy 89.97, 269.90 140 3( ,.8F 
 

.05,p 
 

2 .237).T 
 
In other words, the confounding effect of the group ability differences, test form 

difficulty differences, and the methods used to equate the test forms had a very large impact on 

the equating accuracy, and explaining 23.7% of the total between- and within-subjects variation.  

The average WRMSE estimates were varied much across each level of the   and ,  

especially in the extreme conditions where the magnitudes of the group ability and the test form 

difficulty difference were large (e.g, .15   and .20)  
 
as shown in Figure 4.7.        

Pairwise comparisons of the equating methods in each level of   and   indicated that 

the integrated version of the equating methods performed significantly better than the unaltered 

(original) equating methods in the conditions when the new group examinees had a lower ability 

level and taken the less difficult test form or when the new group examinees had a higher ability 

level and taken the more difficulty test form. 
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The ID equating produced the smallest WRMSE among the other methods for the other 

conditions in which the new group examinee had a lower ability level and taken the more 

difficult test form or vice versa as shown in Table 4.5 above.  The effect of the new group 

sample size was ignored here to reflect only the interaction effect of * *
M     on the 

equating accuracy; however, the equating methods that produced the smallest WRMSE are listed 

in Appendix A. 

 

 

Table 4.5 Equating Methods Producing the Smallest WRMSE.  

    *
M    *

M  

-.15 -.20 NW-META = NW-EB < NW .03 -.20 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB 

-.15 -.05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META .03 -.05 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META 

-.15 .05 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB .03 .05 NWS-EB < NWS-META < NWS 

-.15 .20 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .03 .20 NWS-META = CAS-META < ID 

-.03 -.20 NWS-META < NWS-EB < NW .15 -.20 ID < NWS-META=NWS-EB 

-.03 -.05 NWS-META = NWS-EB = NW-META .15 -.05 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB 

-.03 .05 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .15 .05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META 

-.03 .20 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .15 .20 NW-EB < NW-META = NW 

*. The third and the fourth columns show the first three equating methods produced the smallest WRMSE. “ = ” 

sign indicates no statistical difference between the equating methods; otherwise, “ < ” sign shows a statistical 

difference between the equating methods according to pairwise comparisons of the equating methods.     
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4.4.2 Evaluation of the WSEE Estimates 

According to the ANOVA results, the main effect of the new group sample size ( )
N


 

was statistically significant 2

3, 27 696.57( , .05,  .013)
T

F p   
 
and explained the 1.3% of the 

total between- and within-subjects variation.  Even though all the other main and interaction 

effects of the other study factors were significant  .05 ,p  the amount of the variance explained 

by those effects were considerably small  2 01 ..
T

   The test form difficulty difference between 

the test forms showed significant interaction effect the on the WSEE estimates, but the effect-

size estimate for this term was not very large  2 . 1 .0 6
T
 

 
Moreover, the main effect of the 

equating methods was very large and explained 85.3% of the total variation in the WSEE 

estimates of the equating methods on the entire score range, but the interaction term of *
M N

   

was also significant 
4

2

4.86, 3.70 211.6( , .05,  . )3 106
T

F p    and explained 10.6% of the total 

between- and within-subjects variations in the WSEE estimates (see, Figure 4.8).   

When the new group sample size increased, the average WSEE values were decreased for 

each of the equating methods.  Since no equating was made in the ID equating, it always 

produced zero error in all equating procedures as seen in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The second 

smallest average WSEE was produced by the NWS-META method.  Also, the 95% confidence 

intervals associated with the WSEE values of the equating methods was very small and not 

overlapping with the WSEE from the other equating methods.  The effect of using the previous 

outcomes on the equating accuracy can be seen in Figure 4.9.  The EB and META versions of 

the chosen equating methods produced less WSEE along the entire score range comparing to the 

unaltered equating methods (see, for example, Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.7 Interaction Plots among ,  ,M    and   on Average WRMSE.
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Table 4.6  ANOVA Results of the WSEE Estimates.
 

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 26.727 127     

  
.020 3 .007 .572 .639 .000 

  
.732 3 .244 21.119 .000 .000 

N  24.148 3 8.049 696.574 .000 .013* 

E  .492 1 .492 42.539 .000 .000 

 *   .063 9 .007 .608 .779 .000 

 * N  .120 9 .013 1.155 .361 .000 

 * E  .015 3 .005 .428 .735 .000 

 * N  .074 9 .008 .708 .697 .000 

 * E  .084 3 .028 2.421 .088 .000 

N * E  .067 3 .022 1.947 .146 .000 

 *  * N  .302 27 .011 .969 .532 .000 

 *  * E  .061 9 .007 .585 .798 .000 

 * N * E  .117 9 .013 1.121 .382 .000 

 * N * E  .120 9 .013 1.158 .359 .000 

Error (Between) .312 27 .012     

Within Subjects
 

1794.203 211.986    
 

 

M  1553.688 1.618 960.125 5103.526 .000 .853*

M *   1.859 4.855 .383 2.036 .094 .001

M *   28.739 4.855 5.920 31.467 .000 .016*

M * N  193.282 4.855 39.814 211.629 .000 .106*

M * E  4.536 1.618 2.803 14.898 .000 .002

M *  *   2.578
 

14.564 .177 .941 .527
 

.001

M *  * N  2.978
 

14.564 .204 1.087 .395
 

.002

M *  * E  .439 4.855 .090 .481 .783 .000

M *  * N  1.804 14.564 .124 .659 .805 .001

M *  * E  5.359
 

4.855 1.104 5.868 .000
 

.003

M * N * E  1.504 4.855 .310 1.647 .170 .001 
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Table 4.6 Cont. ANOVA Results of the WSEE Estimates.
 

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T  

M *  *  * N  8.331
 

43.692 .191 1.014 .482
 

.005

M *  *  * E  2.180
 

14.564 .150 .796 .673
 

.001

M *  * N * E  2.987
 

14.564 .205 1.090 .392
 

.002

M *  * N * E  3.339
 

14.564 .229 1.219 .296
 

.002

Error(Within) 8.220 43.692 .188   

Total SS 1820.93 338.986  
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Greenhouse-Geiser adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*.
2

1.0%
T

  .  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Interaction Plot of M  
and N  

on Average WSEE. 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of Average WSEE in Each Level of M  and . 

 

 

4.4.3 Evaluation of the WBIAS Estimates 

 Some of the main and interactions effects were insignificant in terms of the WBIAS 

estimates according to the ANOVA results given in Table 4.7.  For example, the main effect of

N
 , the interaction effects of *

N  and * *
M N    were no longer significant as can be seen 

in Table 4.7, but the effect of the   was still significant 
3, 27 2265.10( , .05,  F p  2 .188)T   

and explained the 18.8% of the total between- and within-study variations.  The higher-order 

interaction effects were also statistically significant.  For instance, the effect of  

*   was significant 2

9, 27 439.9( , .05, . 1)0 1
T

F p    , and similarly the effects of * ,
M  

* ,
M   and * *

M      were also statistically significant and had a large impact on the 

average WBIAS estimates as shown in Table 4.7, but the most important higher-order interaction 

N
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term was * *
M     because 34.2% of the total variance was explained by this interaction 

effect.  Therefore, it was important to interpret the behavior of the equating methods based on the 

each level of   
and   as shown in Figure 4.10.  

 According to pairwise comparisons of the equating methods in each level of   
and  , 

the WBIAS of the most of the equating methods were significantly different from each other.  

However, the integrated methods on average performed better than the unaltered equating 

methods in terms of their average WBIAS.  For example, the ID equating produced the least 

amount of WBIAS when the degree of mismatch between new test form difficulty level and the 

new group ability level were large as shown in Table 4.8.  In addition, the integrated methods 

performed better when the new group examinees had higher ability, but had taken the more 

difficult test forms or vice versa.  However, the selection of the appropriate equating method 

should be made based on the method specific WRMSE and the amount of the contributions made 

by each of the WBIAS and WSEE in each of the simulation conditions.  

4.4.4 Section Summary 

The random error of equating can be controlled by changing the size of the examinee 

samples.  However, the method related problems become the source of the systematic error of 

equating as explained in the earlier chapters.  The WRMSE values of the equating methods were, 

therefore, mainly used to compare the overall performance of the equating methods since it 

represented the combination of the random error (WSEE) and systematic error of equating 

(WBIAS). The interaction of * *
M      accounted for a large amount of variance in the 

WRMSE.  However, the ANOVA result of the WSEE showed that the accuracy of the equating 

results was dependent on the sample size of the new group examinees ( ).
N


 
In other words, the 

equating methods produced less error when the sample size was increased.   
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Table 4.7 ANOVA Results of the WBIAS Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 875.883 127      

  
533.411 3 177.804 2265.103 .000 .188* 

  
10.394 3 3.465 44.136 .000 .004 

N  .082 3 .027 .349 .790 .000 

E  .323 1 .323 4.119 .052 .000 

 *   310.776 9 34.531 439.898 .000 .110* 

 * N  .638 9 .071 .903 .536 .000 

 * E  1.082 3 .361 4.596 .010 .000 

 * N  1.757 9 .195 2.486 .032 .001 

 * E  .108 3 .036 .459 .714 .000 

N * E  .133 3 .044 .564 .643 .000 

 *  * N  7.432 27 .275 3.506 .001 .003 

 *  * E  3.003 9 .334 4.250 .002 .001 

 * N * E  2.470 9 .274 3.496 .006 .001 

 * N * E  2.156 9 .240 3.052 .012 .001 

Error (Between) 2.119 27 .078      

Within Subjects 1954.637 1385.057       

M  521.078 10.821 48.155 1054.746 .000 .184*

M *   288.140 32.462 8.876 194.414 .000 .102*

M *   85.071 32.462 2.621 57.399 .000 .030*

M * N  2.038 32.462 .063 1.375 .091 .001

M * E  1.209 10.821 .112 2.448 .006 .000

M *  *   968.632 97.387 9.946 217.852 .000 .342*

M *  * N  4.531
 

97.387 .047 1.019
 

.444
 

.002

M *  * E  9.362 32.462 .288 6.317 .000 .003

M *  * N  3.195 97.387 .033 .719 .972 .001

M *  * E  10.597
 

32.462 .326 7.150
 

.000
 

.004

M * N * E  1.767 32.462 .054 1.192 .225 .001 
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Table 4.7 Cont. ANOVA Results of the WBIAS Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T  

M *  *  * N  17.404 292.161 .060 1.305 .012 .006 

M *  *  * E  17.101 97.387 .176 3.846 .000 .006 

M *  * N * E  6.693 97.387 .069 1.505 .005 .002 

M *  * N * E  4.479 97.387 .046 1.007 .471 .002 

Error(Within) 13.339 292.161 .046     

Total SS 2830.52 1512.057  
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*.
2

1.0%
T

     

 

 

 

Table 4.8. Equating Methods Producing the Smallest WBIAS.  

    *
M    *

M  

-.15 -.20 CA-META < NW < NW-EB .03 -.20 ID < NWS-META = NWS-EB 

-.15 -.05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META .03 -.05 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META 

-.15 .05 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .03 .05 CA-META < NW-META < CA-EB 

-.15 .20 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .03 .20 CAS-META = CAS-EB = CAS 

-.03 -.20 CAS = CAS-EB = NWS-META .15 -.20 ID < NWS-META=NWS-EB 

-.03 -.05 NW-META = CA-EB = CA-META .15 -.05 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB 

-.03 .05 ID < CAS-META = NWS-META .15 .05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META 

-.03 .20 ID < CAS-META = NWS-META .15 .20 NWS < NW-EB < NW-META 

*. The third and the fourth columns show the first three equating methods produced the smallest WBIAS in an 

increasing order. “ = ” sign indicates no statistical difference between the equating methods; otherwise, “ < ” sign 

shows a statistical difference between the equating methods according to pairwise comparisons of the equating 

methods.     
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Figure 4.10 Interaction Plots among ,  ,M    and   on Average WBIAS. 
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The interaction of *
M N

   explained almost 10% of the total variation in the WSEE; 

however, considering the total variation in the WRMSE, the amount explained by this interaction 

effect became 2.5%.  Therefore, differences in the equating accuracy were mostly due to the 

main effect of the equating methods and its interaction with the other study factors based on the 

ANOVA results of the WRMSE estimates as it was also the case in the WBAIS estimates.  The 

new group ability and the new form difficulty levels heavily affected the behavior of the chosen 

equating methods. As a consequence from the differences between the levels of these study 

factors, the accuracy of equating results varied significantly along the entire score range as seen 

in Figures 4.7 and 4.10.  

Among the chosen methods, the ID equating performed better in some of the conditions; 

however, the proposed methods were also preferable in some of the other simulation conditions 

where the psychometric characteristics of the new and base form score distributions were similar.  

In other words, the integrated equating methods were preferable when the new group ability was 

lower, but had taken the less difficult test form or when the ability level was higher than the base 

form group, but had taken the more difficult form than the reference form of the test.  These were 

determined by the positive or negative signs given to the data generation factors (  & )    used 

to specify the psychometric characteristics of the population score distributions.   

The performance of each of the integrated equating methods was also satisfactory in 

some of the simulation conditions along the entire score range.  It was also observed that there 

were substantial decreases in the amount of the total equating error on average when the EB and 

META score transformation procedures were used.  However, the amount of decrease in the total 

error (WRMSE) varied depending on the equating method used to equate the test forms, the new 

group sample size, the new group examinee ability difference, and the new test form difficulty 
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Figure 4.11 Condition Specific WRMSE Values of the Equating Methods. 
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Figure 4.11 Cont. Condition Specific WRMSE Values of the Equating Methods. 
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difference.  Therefore, the effectiveness each of the chosen equating methods had to be evaluated 

in each specific simulation conditions including all the study factors because the ANOVA results 

showed that the higher-order interaction terms among the study factors were important and 

explaining large amount of variance even though some of them did not have an important effect 

on the equating accuracy.  The amount of the contributions made by each of the WSEE and 

WBIAS estimates to the overall WRMSE estimates were also crucial to determine which 

equating method(s) performed better than the other methods in that of specific simulation 

conditions.  For example, the NWS-META method performed better than the ID equating when 

the new group sample sizes were 10 and 20, and when the group ability and test form difficulty 

differences matched with their mathematical signs as can be seen in Figure 4.11.  

4.5 Accuracy of Equating Results along the Cut-Score (Reduced) Range 

Standardized tests have been used for different purposes such as admission, placement, 

certification, and employment of candidates.  A pass or fail status for each of the test takers is 

desired on such examinations, and thus, the accuracy of the equating results along the cut-score 

range is very crucial for the practitioners to obtain fair and meaningful results from those tests in 

order to make right decisions on the examinees` qualifications.  

Considering the performance of the equating methods along the entire-score range, very 

similar patterns were also observed for those methods along the reduced-score range.  In this 

section, therefore, the findings for the cut-score range are mostly presented with tables and 

graphs with very brief interpretations.  

4.5.1 Evaluation of the R-WRMSE Estimates 

According to Table 4.9, the main and interaction effects of the study factors were mostly 

significant at level .05.  However, some of the interaction terms containing E
 were not 
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statistically significant, which indicated that increasing the number of the previous outcomes 

from 3 to 6 did not affect the equating accuracy when used in the EB and META versions of the 

equating methods.  However, M
 had extremely large impact on the accuracy of the equating 

results 2

, 269.8810 2561.97( ,  .05,  .479)
T

F p     and explained almost half of the total variation in 

the WRMSE estimates.  In addition, the interaction term of *  
 
also accounted for a large 

amount of the variance in the R-WRMSE estimates 
9, 27 364.( ,  02 . 5,2F p   

2 .077).
T

   

Correspondingly, the higher-interaction term of * *
M      also explained a substantial amount 

of variance 2

89.96, 269.88 134.1( ,  .05,  . )2 226 .
T

F p     The behavior of the equating methods in 

each level of   
and   are given in Figure 4.12.  

Pairwise comparisons of the equating methods in each level of   and  indicated that 

the integrated version of the equating methods performed significantly better than the unaltered 

equating methods in the conditions when the new group examinees had a lower ability level and 

took the less difficult test form or when the new group examinees had a higher ability level and 

took the more difficulty test form.  Even if   
and   were large in their magnitudes (e.g., 

.15  
 

and .20),    the modified versions of the NW equating methods produced 

significantly better results than the other available equating methods as given in Table 4.10.  

Correspondingly, the EB and META versions of the NW equating methods were also preferable 

even with the new group sample size was 10 as seen in Figure 4.14.   

4.5.2 Evaluation of the R-WSEE Estimates 

According to the ANOVA results given in Table 4.11, the main effect of the new group 

sample size )(
N


 
was statistically significant 2

3, 27 670.43( , .05,  .013)
T

F p   
 
and explained 
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Table 4.9 ANOVA Results of the R-WRMSE Estimates.
 

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 849.103 127      

  526.097 3 175.366 2021.654 .000 .142* 

  9.276 3 3.092 35.646 .000 .002 

N  6.347 3 2.116 24.391 .000 .002 

E  .091 1 .091 1.044 .316 .000 

 *   284.345 9 31.594 364.222 .000 .077* 

 * N  1.769 9 .197 2.266 .049 .000 

 * E  .815 3 .272 3.134 .042 .000 

 * N  1.984 9 .220 2.541 .029 .001 

 * E  .097 3 .032 .373 .773 .000 

N * E  .289 3 .096 1.111 .362 .000 

 *  * N  6.694 27 .248 2.858 .004 .002 

 *  * E  3.417 9 .380 4.377 .001 .001 

 * N * E  2.799 9 .311 3.586 .005 .001 

 * N * E  2.739 9 .304 3.508 .005 .001 

Error (Between) 2.342 27 .087      

Within Subjects 2862.841 1309.438   
 

 
 

 

M  1779.30 10.00 178.006 2561.965 .000 .479*

M *   190.46
 

29.99 6.351 91.412 .000
 

.051*

M *   105.23 29.99 3.509 50.506 .000 .028*

M * N  93.87 29.99 3.130 45.052 .000 .025*

M * E  2.26 10.00 .226 3.255 .001 .001

M *  *   838.32 89.96 9.319 134.120 .000 .226*

M *  * N  19.21 89.96 .214 3.073 .000 .005

M *  * E  6.32
 

29.99 .211 3.033 .000
 

.002

M *  * N  4.52 89.96 .050 .723 .964 .001

M *  * E  20.38 29.99 .679 9.779 .000 .005

M * N * E  1.98 29.99 .066 .949 .547 .001 
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Table 4.9 Cont. ANOVA Results of the R-WRMSE Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T  

M *  *  * N  29.81
 

269.88 .110 1.590 .000
 

.008

M *  *  * E  13.59 89.96 .151 2.174 .000 .004

M *  * N * E  8.18 89.96 .091 1.309 .052 .002

M *  * N * E  7.15 89.96 .079 1.144 .207 .002

Error(Within) 18.75 269.88 .069   

Total SS 3711.95 1436.44
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*. 
2

1.0%
T

    

 

 

Table 4.10 The Equating Methods Producing the Smallest R-WRMSE.  

    *
M    *

M  

-.15 -.20 NW-META = NW-EB < NW .03 -.20 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB 

-.15 -.05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META .03 -.05 ID < NWS-META < NWS-EB 

-.15 .05 ID < NWS-META < CAS-META .03 .05 NWS-EB < NWS-META = NWS 

-.15 .20 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .03 .20 NWS-META < NWS-EB = CAS-META

-.03 -.20 NWS-META < NWS-EB < NWS .15 -.20 ID < NWS-META=NWS-EB 

-.03 -.05 NW-META = NWS-EB = NWS-META .15 -.05 ID < NWS-META < NWS 

-.03 .05 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .15 .05 NW < NW-EB < NW-META 

-.03 .20 ID < NWS-META = CAS-META .15 .20 NW-EB < NW-META = NW 

*. The third and the fourth columns show the first three equating methods produced the smallest R-WRMSE in an 

increasing order. “ = ” sign indicates no statistical difference between the equating methods; otherwise, “ < ” sign shows 

a statistical difference between the equating methods according to pairwise comparisons of the equating methods.     
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Figure 4.12 Interaction Plots among ,  ,M    and   on Average R-WRMSE.
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1.3% of the total between- and within-subjects variation in the R-WSEE estimates.  Even though 

the all other main and interaction effects of the other study factors were significant
 
 .05 ,p  the 

amount of the variance explained by those effects were considerably small  2 01 ..
T

   Moreover, 

the main effect of the equating methods )(
M


 
was very large and explained the 85.5% of the total 

variation in the R-WSEE estimates with 95% confidence intervals along the cut-score range, but 

the interaction term of *
M N

   (see, Figure 4.13) was also significant 4.83, 43.45(F 
 

215.43,

.05,p  2 .106)T  and explained 10.6% of the variance.  However, the interaction between the 

M
  and  became statistically significant, but explained a small amount of variance 

43

2

.4. 4583, ( 30.69, .05,  .015).
T

F p   
 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Comparison of Average R-WSEE Values in Each Level of M  and . N
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Figure 4.14 Condition Specific R-WRMSE Values of the Equating Methods. 
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Figure 4.14 Cont. Condition Specific R-WRMSE Values of the Equating Methods. 
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Table 4.11 ANOVA Results of the R-WSEE Estimates.
 

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 29.372 127      

  .022 3 .007 .552 .651 .000 

  .815 3 .272 20.631 .000 .000 

N  26.494 3 8.831 670.434 .000 .013* 

E  .539 1 .539 40.884 .000 .000 

 *   .065 9 .007 0.551 .824 .000 

 * N  .134 9 .015 1.128 .378 .000 

 * E  .017 3 .006 .429 .734 .000 

 * N  .083 9 .009 .701 .702 .000 

 * E  .095 3 .032 2.393 .091 .000 

N * E  .075 3 .025 1.908 .152 .000 

 *  * N  .341 27 .013 .960 .542 .000 

 *  * E  .069 9 .008 .579 .802 .000 

 * N * E  .130 9 .014 1.101 .395 .000 

 * N * E  .137 9 .015 1.157 .360 .000 

Error (Between) .356 27 .013      

Within Subjects 2083.960
 

210.817    
 

 

M  1807.559 1.609 1123.203 5233.368 .000 .855*

M *   2.128 4.828 .441 2.054 .092 .001

M *   31.797
 

4.828 6.586 30.687 .000
 

.015*

M * N  223.220 4.828 46.236 215.427 .000 .106*

M * E  5.148 1.609 3.199 14.905 .000 .002

M *  *   2.787 14.484 .192 .897 .571 .001

M *  * N  3.342 14.484 .231 1.075 .405 .002

M *  * E  .502
 

4.828 .104 .484 .780
 

.000

M *  * N  2.041
 

14.484 .141 .657 .806
 

.001

M *  * E  6.027 4.828 1.248 5.816 .000 .003

M * N * E  1.705 4.828 .353 1.646 .170 .001 

M * N * E  1.705 4.828 .353 1.646 .170 .001 
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Table 4.11 Cont. ANOVA Results of the R-WSEE Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T  

M *  *  * N  9.380
 

43.451 .216 1.006 .492
 

.004

M *  *  * E  2.441 14.484 .169 .785 .682 .001

M *  * N * E  3.351 14.484 .231 1.078 .403 .002

M *  * N * E  3.790 14.484 .262 1.219 .296 .002

Error(Within) 9.326 43.451 .215   

Total SS 2113.333 337.817
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Greenhouse-Geiser adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*.
2

1.0%
T

     

 

 

4.5.3 Evaluation of the R-WBIAS Estimates 

 Some of the main and interactions effects were insignificant in terms of the R-WBIAS 

estimates according to the ANOVA results given in Table 4.12.  For example, the main effect of

N


 
and the interaction effects of *

N  and * *
M N   were no longer significant, but the 

effect of   was still significant 3, 27 2007.04( , .05,  F p  2 .193)T   and explained 19.3% of 

the total between- and within-study variations.  The higher-order interaction effects were also 

statistically significant.  For instance, the effect of *   was significant
9, 27( 2,367.7F  , 

2.05,  .106)
T

p   and similarly the effects of * ,
M   * ,

M   and * *
M      were also 

statistically significant and had a large impact on the average WBIAS estimates as shown in 

Table 4.12, but the most important higher-order interaction term was * *
M     because 33.9% 

of the total variance was explained by this effect.  
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Figure 4.15 Condition Specific SEE Plots of the Equating Methods.  
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Figure 4.15 Cont.  Condition Specific SEE Plots of the Equating Methods.
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Table 4.12 ANOVA Results of the R-WBIAS Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T
  

Between Subjects 985.092 127     

  611.437 3 203.812 2007.040 .000 .193* 

  11.036 3 3.679 36.227 .000 .003 

N  .120 3 .040 .394 .758 .000 

E  .372 1 .372 3.663 .066 .000 

 *   336.074 9 37.342 367.721 .000 .106* 

 * N  .829 9 .092 .907 .533 .000 

 * E  1.146 3 .382 3.761 .022 .000 

 * N  2.186 9 .243 2.392 .039 .001 

 * E  .206 3 .069 .675 .575 .000 

N * E  .176 3 .059 .579 .634 .000 

 *  * N  8.592 27 .318 3.134 .002 .003 

 *  * E  4.036 9 .448 4.417 .001 .001 

 * N * E  3.170 9 .352 3.469 .006 .001 

 * N * E  2.969 9 .330 3.249 .008 .001 

Error (Between) 2.742 27 .102     

Within Subjects 2176.958 1414.08      

M  612.032 11.047 55.400 1074.863 .000 .194* 

M *   296.640 33.142 8.950 173.655 .000 .094* 

M *   92.494 33.142 2.791 54.147 .000 .029* 

M * N  2.347 33.142 .071 1.374 .089 .001 

M * E  1.302 11.047 .118 2.286 .011 .000 

M *  *   1071.588 99.427 10.778 209.105 .000 .339* 

M *  * N  5.032 99.427 .051 .982 .534 .002 

M *  * E  10.518 33.142 .317 6.157 .000 .003 

M *  * N  3.572 99.427 .036 0.697 .982 .001 

M *  * E  11.951 33.142 .361 6.996 .000 .004 

M * N * E  2.107 33.142 .064 1.234 .184 .001 
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Table 4.12 Cont. ANOVA Results of the R-WBIAS Estimates.

Source
a
 SS df 

b
 MSE F-ratio Sig. 

2

T  

M *  *  * N  19.644 298.282 .066 1.278 .017 .006

M *  *  * E  19.171 99.427 .193 3.741 .000 .006

M *  * N * E  7.773
 

99.427 .078 1.517 .004
 

.002

M *  * N * E  5.413 99.427 .054 1.056 .358 .002

Error(Within) 15.374 298.282 .052   

Total SS 3162.05 1541.08
a
.  : The New Group Ability Difference,  : The New Form Difficulty Difference, 

N : The New Group 

Examinee Sample Size, 
E : The Number of Previous Equatings, 

M
 : The Chosen Equating Methods.     

b
. Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom ( .75)  .         

*.
2

1.0%
T

     

 

 

4.5.4 Section Summary 

 The ANOVA results for the reduced-range accuracy measures indicated that the equating 

methods, the ability difference between the new and reference group examinees, and the 

difference between the test forms difficulty levels had very large impacts on the equating results.  

However, the modified (integrated) versions of the equating methods produced better results than 

the original (unaltered) methods in some of the simulation conditions according to the pairwise 

comparisons of the average R-WRMSE values of the equating methods in each specific 

simulation condition.   

When the group ability levels and the test form difficulty difference were small in their 

magnitudes (e.g., .03    & .05)   and the examinee score distributions on the both test 

forms were similar in their psychometric characteristics, the variants of the NW method were 

preferable to the unaltered versions because the EB and META versions produced smaller error 
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than the ID equating even with the new group sample size less than 25 (see Figure 4.13).  The ID 

equating produced less error in the conditions where the group ability differences and test form 

difficulty differences were large in their magnitudes (e.g., .15   and .20)    compared 

to other equating methods. 
 
 

 The use of the previous equating outcomes ( )
E

 significantly improved the accuracy of 

the equating results in most of the simulation conditions along the cut-score range especially for 

the CA method as can be seen in Table 4.10, and Figures 4.12 and 4.13.  However, increasing the 

number of the previous outcomes from 3 to 6 did not directly make any statistically significant 

difference in the R-WRMSE values of the EB and META versions of the chosen equating 

methods.  The possible reasons why this occurred are discussed in the next chapter in detail.  

However, the higher-order interaction terms containing E
 were statistically significant and still 

carried a valid piece of information even though the associated effect size estimate was not large 

enough to be considered as important 2( .01).T    

 The modified (integrated) versions performed better than the unaltered versions of the 

chosen equating methods and the ID equating in some of the simulation conditions where the 

new group sample size specified less than 25 as can been in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.  Especially, 

the NWS-META and NWS-EB methods significantly reduced the amount of total error (R-

RMSE) along the cut-score range.  In addition, the META and EB versions of the chosen 

methods also produced less equating error compared to the unaltered versions when the size of 

the new group examinees was less than 25 (see, Figures 4.12 and 4.13) even though the 

magnitude of the test form difficulty differences was large ( .20)   .   
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 In this chapter, an overview of the study is provided followed by a discussion of the 

research results.  Major findings are briefly summarized with reference to the tables and figures 

in the previous chapter.   The results are then discussed to answer the each of the research 

questions.  The findings are also compared with the existing small sample equating studies.  The 

limitations in this study are addressed and suggestions for further research are also made at the 

end.  

5.1 Brief Overview of the Study 

One of the biggest problems in test scoring for the teacher certification/licensure 

examinations is the size of the sample of test takers per test administration because the 

examinees` sample sizes are relatively small for those exams compared to the other testing 

programs (Babcock, Albano, Raymond, 2012; Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2011).  Thus, 

equating test forms in teacher certification/licensure examinations is not always recommended 

when the examinee sample size is lower than 50 (see, for example, Skaggs, 2005; Sunnassee, 

2011; Babcock et al., 2012) and even smaller than 100 when the test forms do not differ in their 

difficulty (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  However, it is practically possible that the test forms being 

equated could be substantially different in their difficulty levels.  The use of the ID equating in 

such cases produces large amount of equating bias, which, however, indicates that releasing 

examinee scores without equating test forms would create improper score comparability 

concerns as discussed by the several researchers (for example, Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 

2011; Kim, Livingston, & Lewis, 2011).  
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Recent studies in the literature show that researchers have been seeking a solution of the 

minimum sample size requirement to equate tests forms.  Therefore, new equating methods have 

been proposed, such as NW and CA equating methods (see, Babcock, Albano, & Raymond, 

2012; Livingston & Kim, 2009).  In addition, these equating methods have also been integrated 

with some other equating methods (see, Kim, von Davier, & Haberman, 2008) or with some 

other estimation procedures such as Empirical Bayesian (EB) score transformation procedure 

(for example, see, Livingston & Lewis, 2009).  However, it is still not clear what to do when the 

sample size is still small and also when the test form difficulties and the examinee groups` ability 

levels are different.   

This study aimed to improve the accuracy of small sample equating through a meta-

analytic score transformation procedure using previous and current equating outcomes as an 

alternative to the EB procedure.  To do this, the meta-equating and the empirical Bayesian score 

transformation procedures were integrated with each of the NW, NWS, CA, and CAS equating 

methods.  The synthetic functions of the NW and CA methods (NWS and CAS) were created 

using equal weights ( .05).w   The performances of the unaltered, synthetic, EB, and META 

versions of those methods were investigated under different conditions as fully described in 

Chapter Three.   

The general research hypothesis was that the integrated (modified) small sample equating 

methods would improve the equating accuracy better than the unaltered (original) equating 

methods (ID, CA, and NW) when the degree of mismatch between the test form difficulty levels 

and group ability levels was small (e.g.,  .05 & .03),        and also when new group sample 

size is very small.  Especially, it was expected that the use of the META procedure with the SF 

versions of the NW and CA methods would produce significantly more accurate equating results.   
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5.2 Summary of the Major Findings 

  As mentioned earlier, the psychometric characteristics of the test forms and the examinee 

groups and their interactions with the equating methods were three important factors ( ,  ,

* )  
 
that affected the accuracy of the equating results.  In other words, the performance of 

the chosen equating methods varied based on each level of those factors, and thus, the behavior 

of the each of the equating methods was different across conditions.  However, in general, the 

modified (integrated) versions of the equating methods (e.g., NW-META, CA-EB, etc.), 

especially the META versions, produced less equating error on average (WRMSE and R-

WRMSE) for both entire- and reduced- score range, compared to the unaltered versions of the 

chosen equating methods (see, for example, Figures 4.7 and 4.12).    

In terms of the bias and standard error components of the WRMSE and R-WRMSE, the 

group ability difference and the test form difficulty difference had a very large impact on the 

equating bias (see, Figure 4.10).  In addition, the standard error of equatings was also mainly 

affected by the size of the new examinee group.  The WSEE and R-WSEE values of the equating 

methods decreased while the size of the new examinee group increased as expected (see, Figures 

4.9, 4.14, and 4.15).  However, the amount of contribution made by each component (SEE and 

BIAS) to the total equating error (WRMSE and R-WRMSE) was also an important factor to 

evaluate the performance of the equating methods because this indicated whether equating was 

preferable to no equating with small examinee samples (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).     

5.3 Discussion of the Research Findings 

 Note again that the number of the previous studies which investigated the behaviors of 

the CA and NW equating methods was very small.  Also, no other study exists in the literature 
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that examined the synthetic, EB, and META versions of the CA and NW methods.  Therefore, 

comparing the findings of this study with those from the previous small sample equating studies 

was limited in answering to each of the research questions. 

Research Question 1.  Does the use of SFs of the CA and NW equating methods (CAS and NWS) 

improve the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW 

equating methods across all study conditions? 

In some of the simulation conditions, the CAS and NWS methods performed better than 

the CA and NW methods in terms of overall equating error.  However, the performances of the 

CAS and NWS compared to the ID equating were not always satisfactory across all simulation 

conditions.  Therefore, the rank order of the chosen equating methods based on the accuracy 

estimates had to be investigated in order to determine in which simulation conditions the CAS 

and NWS versions produced less equating error compared to the ID, CA, and NW methods (see 

Figure 5.1). 

The CA method always produced the largest equating error across all simulation 

conditions regardless of the magnitudes of   and  (see, for example, Figure5.1).  This was an 

expected case because the equating function of the CA passed through two end points (minimum 

and maximum possible test scores) and an empirically determined middle point, which was 

obtained by equating the mean test score on the new form to the mean test score of on the base 

test form (Livingston & Kim, 2009).    and  had a confounding effect on forming the score 

distributions on the both test forms.  Therefore, the substantial difference between the mean tests 

scores created a big curve at the middle point of the CA equating function, and thus, the CA 

method produced the larger WRMSE and R-WRMSE values than the altered (modified) 

versions.  The use of the SF of the CA method (CAS) decreased the magnitude of the average 
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WRMSE and R-WRMSE values on average (see, for example, Figure 4.10).  As the sample size 

increased, the average WSEE and R-WSEE values of the CA and CAS got smaller as expected  

(see, for example, Figures 4.9, 4.14, and 4.15).     

The NWS method produced smaller equating error (WRMSE and R-WRMSE) than the 

unaltered version when the new group ability difference was small ( .03)    and it matched 

with sign of the test form difficulty difference ( .05   or .20),    meaning that the high 

ability group had taken the more difficult test form.  However, in the conditions where the 

magnitude of  was large ( .15) and its sign matched with ,  
the NW was the most favorable 

compared to the NWS and ID equating.  In addition to the characteristics of the score 

distributions, the magnitude of   and   were the key factors which affected the equating 

accuracy of the NW and NWS methods (see, for example, Figures 4.11 - 4.13).  Consistent with 

the findings of Babcock et al. (2012), the NW method on average performed much better than 

the CA methods even in the conditions where the high able examinee group took the easier test 

form, or vice versa.  The increase in the sample size decreased the amount of the standard errors 

for the unaltered and the SF versions along the both entire- and cut-score ranges as can be seen in 

Figures 4.9, 4.14, and 4.15 regardless of the magnitude of the test form difficulty and group 

ability differences.  This outcome was parallel to those from Babcock et al. (2012), who found 

that both of the NW and CA methods produced less equating error when sample size was 

increased regardless of the ability difference between the examinee groups and also the 

difference between the test form difficulty levels.   

Research Question 2.  Does the use of the EB procedure with the CA and NW equating methods 

(CA-EB and NW-EB) improve the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, 

unaltered CA and NW methods, and CAS and NWS versions across all study conditions? 
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 The Empirical Bayesian (EB) score transformation procedure was proposed by 

Livingston and Lewis (2009) to improve the accuracy of the equating results using collateral 

information obtained from the previous equating outcomes and incorporates them into the 

current equating procedures.  The EB procedure can be combined with any equating method 

because point-by-point score transportation is made which gives a flexibility of using it with any 

chosen equating method(s).  The EB procedure was first used with the CL and CM methods in 

small sample equating context by Kim, Livingston, and Lewis (2009).  There is no other study 

exists in the literature which implements the EB procedure with other existing equating methods.  

However, the EB versions of the CA and NW methods (CA-EB and NW-EB) were investigated 

and compared with the unaltered versions of those chosen equating methods in this study.  

 On average, the EB version of the CA methods produced less WRMSE and R-WRMSE 

than the unaltered CA method in almost all the simulation conditions (see, for example, Figures 

4.7, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13).  In addition, similar patterns were also observed for the NW and NW-

EB methods for the conditions in which the score distributions were similar in their 

characteristics.   However, there was an increase in the WRMSE and R-WRMSE when the 

magnitude of the test form difficulty difference was increased holding the group ability 

differences constant (see, Figures 4.11 and 4.13).  The use of the previous equating outcomes in 

the equating procedure and also increase in the sample size both improved the accuracy of the 

equating results comparing to the unaltered CA and NW methods.  However, increasing the 

number of the previous outcomes did not make any significant change in the equating accuracy 

in terms of the average WRMSE and R-WRMSE values according to the ANOVA results.  A 

plausible reason is that the same amount of auxiliary information might have been obtained from 

the 3 previous equatings with those from the 6 previous equatings since the psychometric 
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characteristics of the equated test forms were similar to each other.  This might have limited the 

amount of the collateral information retrieved from the previous equating outcomes even though 

the number was increased.     

Research Question 3.  Does the use of the EB procedure of the CAS and NWS versions (CAS-EB 

and NWS-EB) improve the accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered 

CA and NW equating methods, and CAS and NWS versions across all study conditions? 

 The use of the SF itself reduced the amount of the average equating error.  The use of the 

EB procedure also improved the accuracy of the equating accuracy in terms of the average 

WRMSE and R-WRMSE estimates across almost all of the simulation conditions (see, for 

example, Figures 4.7 and 4.12).  Small differences might have occurred due the sampling error 

or the confounding effects of each level of   and   on the equating accuracy.  In addition, the 

amount of the WSEE and R-WSEE values of the EB versions of the chosen methods was also 

reduced when the new group examinee sample size was increased as can be seen in Figures 4.9 

and 4.14.  In general, the EB versions produced less equating error than the unaltered and the SF 

versions of the chosen equating methods across conditions.  Increasing the number of the 

previous equating outcomes from 3 to 6 also did not improve the equating accuracy.  Small 

improvements were observed, but were not statistically significant as indicated in the ANOVA 

tables presented in Chapter Three.  

Research Question 4.  Does the use of the meta-equating (META) procedure with the CA and 

NW equating methods (CA-META and NW-META) improve the accuracy of equating results 

compared to the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW equating methods, and CAS, NWS, and CA-

EB and NW-EB versions across all study conditions? 
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 Even though the EB and META score transformation procedures are analogically same, 

several differences exist.  Those differences and similarities have already been explained in the 

earlier chapters.  The META versions of the chosen equating methods improved the equating 

accuracy compared to the unaltered CA and NW methods.  However, in some of the simulation 

conditions, the META versions produced larger equating error (WRMSE and R-WRMSE) than 

the CA, CA-EB, NW, and NW-EB methods.  In addition, the behaviors of the modified versions 

of the chosen method varied across conditions as can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.12.  The CA-

META and NW-META produced less WSEE and R-WSEE values than the unaltered versions of 

the CA and NW methods (see, for example, Figures 4.9, 4.14, and 4.15) while the new group 

examinee samples increased.  The EB and META versions were preferable methods to the CA, 

CAS, NW, and NWS when the magnitude of the group ability and test form difficulty 

differences were large, but the degree of the mismatch between the new test form difficulty and 

new group ability levels was not large ( .15    and .20),    meaning that the absolute 

difference between the test form difficulty difference and group ability difference was small.  

Research Question 5.  Does the use of CAS-META and NWS-META methods improve the 

accuracy of equating results compared to the ID equating, unaltered CA and NW equating 

methods, CAS, NWS, CAS-EB, and NWS-EB versions across all study conditions? 

 The use of the META equating procedure with the SF versions of the CA and NW 

method improved the equating accuracy across almost all the conditions (see, for example, 

Figure 4.7 and 4.12).  However, in some of the conditions, non SF and non-EB versions were 

preferable to the META versions as shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.10.  The performances of the 

META and EB versions were compatible with the ID equating along cut-score range in terms of 

their R-WRMSE values.  However, in some of the conditions, the NWS-META produced the 
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most accurate results along the entire-score range in terms of the WRMSE values as can be seen 

in Figure 4.11.  As mentioned earlier, the increase in the number of the equatings did not 

improve the equating accuracy; however, the increase in the new group sample size did.     

Research Question 6.  Are there any significant interaction effects among the study factors on 

the accuracy of equating outcomes?  

 As has been explained in the previous chapter, there were main and interaction effects of 

the study factors on the accuracy of the equating results along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

The magnitude of those main and interaction effects were also reported in the ANOVA tables for 

each of the accuracy measures.  The most important main interaction terms were the group 

ability difference, the test form difficulty difference, the new group examinee sample size, and 

the chosen equating methods.  Their lower and higher-order interaction terms were statistically 

significant for the WRMSE, R-WRMSE, WBIAS, and R-WBIAS.  However, the only significant 

and important interaction effect on the WSEE and R-WSEE measure was *
M N

 
 
(see, Figures 

4.5 – 4.15).  These findings are consistent with the other small sample equating studies in the 

literature listed in Table 2.1. 

Research Question 7.  What conclusions and suggestions can be drawn regarding the choice of 

meta-equating (META) score transformation procedure in small sample test score equating? 

The idea of using collateral information in an estimation procedure is not new because 

several researchers in the past used this approach based on examinees` test scores (see, for 

example, Rubin, 1980).  More recently, Livingston and Lewis (2009) suggested use of collateral 

information derived from previous equating outcomes and including this information in the 

current equating procedure via an empirical Bayesian procedure.  Kim, Livingston, and Lewis`s 

(2009) study has shown that the use of collateral information from other equating outcomes may 
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improve the accuracy of equating results when consistent patterns (e.g., test form difficulty and 

group ability differences) are present across all equatings.  If inconsistent patterns are observed 

among the equating results, the EB procedure may then produce less accurate results compared 

to the single equating method itself.  

Even though the idea behind the EB and the META procedures is similar, the META 

procedure has a few advantages over the EB procedure as explained in Chapter 3.  Therefore, the 

META procedure could be more beneficial than the EB method when the test forms used for 

equating are similar in their psychometric characteristics.  However, the concern here is whether 

the test forms being equated are consistent especially with their difficulty levels.  It is possible to 

create test forms with very similar psychometric characteristics when reliable item level statistics 

are available, for example, in an item bank used in a teacher certificate examination.  In addition, 

such examination programs also use multiple test forms for test security concerns.  Therefore, the 

meta-equating transformation procedure in those examinations programs can be very beneficial 

in practice.  

In this study, the EB and META procedures were integrated with some existing popular 

equating methods for small sample equating.  The META versions (which are integrated with the 

existing equating methods) produced more accurate results than the other available methods on 

average even with the new group sample size of 10 and 20 in this study (see, Figures 4.5 – 4.15).  

To see the most favorable method in each specific simulation condition, the equating errors 

associated with each of the equating methods were ranked in decreasing order, and then, the 

method that produced the first smallest and the second smallest equating errors along the entire- 

and cut-score ranges were listed for each of the simulation conditions, which can be seen in 

Appendix A. 
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5.4 Conclusion and Practical Implications 

  The results of this study indicate that the use EB and META procedures on average 

improve the accuracy of equating results.  The factors that showed the largest impact on the 

performances of the equating (or transformation) methods were the group ability and test form 

difficult differences.  It has been also observed that the EB and META versions of the CA, CAS, 

NW, and NWS methods performed better than the unaltered (existing) methods when the 

psychometric characteristics of the score distributions were similar to each other.  However, the 

integrated (modified) equating methods did not perform well in the extreme conditions where the 

weaker ability group take the more difficult test form or vice versa.  For such conditions, the use 

ID equating produced less error as indicated in the previous chapter; however, its usage in 

extreme conditions is inappropriate since the test form difficulty levels differed much in those 

conditions.  Increasing the sample size of the new group also improved the accuracy of the 

equating results. 

  In this study, the EB and META versions of the chosen equating methods performed 

better than the unaltered versions in some of the conditions as shown in Figures 4.5 through 4.15. 

Increasing the number of the previous equating outcomes did not change the accuracy of 

equating results.  This might have occurred due to the fact that the amount of the collateral 

information obtained through the 3 previous equating outcomes would be the same as the amount 

derived from 6 previous equating outcomes since the psychometric characteristics of the test 

forms being equated were similar to each other across all equating procedures. 

5.4.1 To Equate or Not to Equate? 

In this study, the ID equating was included in all equating procedures and compared 

especially with the modified version of the equating methods.  The use of the ID equating was 
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recommended when the size of the examinees was smaller than 100 if the difficulty levels of the 

new and the base terms were identical (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  On the contrary, a recent study 

showed that equating was preferable to no equating when the test form difficulty differences near 

.10 SD units for examinee samples of 20 (Babcock, Albano, & Raymond, 2012).  Therefore, the 

differences between the test forms difficulty levels and the new group ability levels are the key 

components of the decision making procedure to decide whether equate or not to equate the test 

forms.   

The findings of this study showed that the modified (integrated) version of the chosen 

equating methods on average performed better than the unaltered versions of the equating 

methods including the ID equating in terms of their total equating error (WRMSE or R-

WRMSE).  However, the ID equating produced less error when degree of mismatch between the 

group ability differences and the test form difficulty differences was large in some of the 

simulation conditions (see, Tables 4.5, 4.10, and 5.1), but the use of the ID equating is allowed 

only if the test forms are identical in their difficulties (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).  Examinee score 

distributions are affected by both test form difficulty and group ability differences in test score 

equating.   

In reality, however, it may not be possible to know from where the scores differences on 

alternative forms come from because the effects of test form difficulty and groups` ability 

differences are confounded (Babcock et al, 2012).  Even though one can use the anchor test 

scores to highlight the group ability differences, this, however, still might not reflect the actual 

differences because, as Babcock et al. (2012) mention, it is very difficult to build equivalent test 

forms using item statistics obtained from small examinee data, especially in teacher certification 

examinations.   
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A careful test development process may eliminate the effect of test form difficulty 

differences on the examinee test scores to expose the examinees` ability differences, but if the 

practitioners still have a concern about the test form difficulty differences after the careful test 

development process, then there will be a need for equating the test forms at the expense of 

potentially getting large equating error in small sample equating.  However, the integrated 

version of the chosen equating methods proposed in this study might be a solution under such 

circumstances if the psychometrics characteristics of the test forms for equating are not much 

different from each other.  Based on the simulation conditions specified for this study, Table 5.1 

is presented at the end of the chapter to provide information that may help practitioners while 

working on small sample equating.   

Within the context of this study, I recommend practitioners consider two statistical 

measures and their mathematical signs to decide which equating method(s) or score 

transformation procedure(s) should be used while practicing small sample equating.  The first 

measure is the standardized mean difference (SMD) on the anchor test ( ),
X YA ASMD   which is 

used as a measure of groups` ability difference. The second measure is the SMD on the total test 

scores ( ),
X YT TSMD  , which is the combined measure of both group ability and test form difficulty 

levels.  The magnitudes and mathematical signs of these measures provide information about the 

degree of mismatch between the group ability and test form difficulty levels.   

When the magnitude of 
X YT TSMD  is, for example, equal to .17, and its mathematical sign 

is consistent with ,
X YA ASMD  the NWS-META score transformation procedure should be 

preferred to the ID equating even with examinee samples of 10 since the degree of mismatch is 

small in this case.  However, the ID equating performs better than any other proposed methods 

when the magnitude of
X YT TSMD  is, for example, equal .08, but its mathematical sign is not 
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consistent with ,
X YA ASMD   which means that the new form examinee group has taken the less 

difficulty test form, but their average ability level is higher than the base form examinee groups` 

ability level (see Appendix A for different conditions).  

5.5 Limitations and Future Research 

 This study was limited to observed test score equating with small sample examinee data 

using the ID, CA, and NW equating methods with their variants (META, EB, and SF versions).  

Equal weights were used to create the SFs of the chosen equating methods.  The NEAT design 

was chosen to mimic the actual testing situation in some of the testing programs.  To evaluate the 

accuracy of the equating results, the CE equating function with log-linear presmoothing were 

used as the criterion equating function.  Briefly, limitations of this study are as follows: 

I. The computer-based simulated data, which was assumed to be normally distributed, with a 

limited number of factors were used in this study; therefore, the findings of this study 

should be cautiously used to make comparisons with other existing studies.   

II. Different test administration procedures may exist for each specific testing program based 

on the characteristics of the subject area examinations and the examinee population of 

interest; thus, the findings from this study should not be directly used for any specific 

testing program. 

III. Extreme cut scores on scale score distributions were not considered in this study.  One 

standard deviation above and below the mean test scores in the simulated examinee data 

were considered as the cut score region.   

IV. Four between-subjects factors and one within-subject (as repeated measures) with a limited 

number of levels were investigated.  The variances of the data generation factors were kept 

constant with a variance of 1.0 across all of simulation conditions.    
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V. The previous and current equating outcomes were specified as 3 and 6, and obtained by the 

same equating methods when using the EB and the META methods.  

VI. The SEEs were estimated from 1000 bootstrap samples with overall 1000 simulation 

replications.   

 Further studies should be conducted using real-data from teacher a certification/licensure 

examination.  Also, effectiveness of the proposed equating methods should be investigated under 

different psychometric characteristics of test forms (e.g., different test lengths with varying 

anchor/total item ratio, internal and external anchor cases, test with low and high reliability 

levels, examinee groups with varying degree of ability levels, different equating methods, 

mixture of different examinee score distributions, and varying sample sizes).  

 In addition, different criterion equating functions, different sample equating methods 

(e.g., chain linear or chain mean methods), and different test designs (e.g., equivalent groups 

design) may be considered for further investigations of the proposed methods.  Different 

numbers of bootstrap samples can be also investigated to find out the range of the efficient 

number of the bootstrap samples in the calculation of the standard error of the equating. 

In closing, it is also important to note here that one should be cautious about the 

generalizability of the research findings because they are limited within the context of this study.  

Since there are many factors affecting the equating results in reality, one should always expect 

that the equating methods and score transformation procedures, or in more general term, the 

estimation procedures may function differently, to some degree, depending on conditions in 

which they are implemented.  Therefore, one should not consider the tables presented in 

Appendix A as an absolute guideline, but as a piece of information for a rule of thumb for 

practice in small sample test score equating in teacher certification/licensure examinations. 
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Figure 5.1 Rank Order of the Equating Methods` WRMSE Values in Some of the Simulation Conditions. 
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Figure 5.1 Cont. Rank Order of the Equating Methods` WRMSE Values in Some of the Simulation Condition. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

RECOMMENDED METHODS FOR CONDITION SPECIFIC TEST EQUATING 

 

 

 

  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges. 
1. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the entire-score range. 
2. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the cut-score range. 
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  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  
1. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the entire-score range.  
2. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the cut-score range.  
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  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  
1. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the entire-score range.  
2. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the cut-score range.  
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  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The first recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The second recommended equating method or score transformation procedure other than the identity (ID) equating along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest equating bias along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  

  The equating method or score transformation procedure that produces the second smallest standard error along the entire- and cut-score ranges.  
1. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the entire-score range.  
2. The standard error estimate of the identity (ID) equating is zero by definition, and thus, it is not listed for the standard error of equating along the cut-score range.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

 GENERAL R SCRIPT USED TO GENERATE TRUE ITEM PARAMETER VALUES 
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APPENDIX C 

 

GENERAL R SCRIPT FOR GENERATING ITEM RESPONSES USING 3-PL IRT 
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APPENDIX D 

 

EXAMPLE R SCRIPT USED FOR SOME EQUATING PROCEDURES 
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APPENDIX E 

 

SPSS COMMANDS USED FOR MIXED-FACTORIAL ANOVA PROCEDURES 
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